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On a triply-graded generalization of Khovanov homology
Krzysztof K. Putyra
In this thesis we study a certain generalization of Khovanovhomology that unifies both the orig-
inal theory due to M. Khovanov, referred to as the even Khovanhomology, and the odd
Khovanov homology introduced by P. Ozsváth, Z. Szabó, andJ. Rasmussen.
The generalized Khovanov complex is a variant of the formal Khovanov bracket intro-
duced by Bar Natan, constructed in a certain 2-categorical extension of cobordisms, in which
the disjoint union is a cubical 2-functor, but not a strict one. This allows us to twist the usual
relations between cobordisms with signs or, more generally, other invertible scalars. We prove
the homotopy type of the complex is a link invariant, and we show ow both even and odd
Khovanov homology can be recovered. Then we analyze other link homology theories arising
from this construction such as a unified theory over the ringZπ :=Z[π ]/(π2−1), and a variant
of the algebra of dotted cobordisms, defined overk := Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 =Y2 = 1).
The generalized chain complex is bigraded, but the new grading does not make it a stronger
invariant. However, it controls up to some extend signs in the complex, the property we use
to prove several properties of the generalized Khovanov complex such as multiplicativity with
respect to disjoint unions and connected sums of links, and the uality between complexes for
a link and its mirror image. In particular, it follows the oddKhovanov homology of anticheiral
links is self-dual. Finally, we explore Bockstein-type homlogical operations, proving the uni-
fied theory is a finer invariant than the even and odd Khovanov homology taken together.
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The Jones polynomialJL(q)∈Z[q±1] of a link L is a very powerful invariant that can be defined
using two simple axioms:
1) J = q+q−1, and
2) q2J −q−2J = (q−q−1)J ,
where , , and represent three oriented link diagrams, which differ only locally as shown in
the pictures. Despite its simple definition, the Jones polynomial is a result of a deep connection









The next revolution took place at the end of the century with the paper of M. Khovanov
[Kh99]: the Jones polynomial is only a shadow of another object, the K ovanov homology
H (L). More precisely, the triangle to the right commutes,
where we writegrAb for the category of bigraded abelian
groups, andχq stands for thegraded Euler characteristic:
χq(M)=∑i, j(−1)iq j dimMi, j , whereM =
⊕
Mi, j is the graded
decomposition ofM. For this reason we say the Khovavon homology is acategorificationof
the Jones polynomial.
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It did not take much time to prove usefulness of this new invariant. For instance, the Kho-
vanov homology detects the unknot [KM12] and unlinks [HN12], although the problem is still
open for the Jones polynomial. The Lee deformation [Le05] leads to a spectral sequence, from
which J. Rasmussen extracted a lower bound for the knot genus, giving a combinatorial proof
of Milnor Conjecture [Ra04]. This raised a question, whether there were other link homol gy
theories categorifying the Jones polynomial. D. Bar-Natan[BN05] described a very general
construction that produces a link homology for any rank two Frobenius algebra satisfying some
additional relations. Then M. Khovanov classified all theori s that arise from Frobenius sys-
tems [Kh04], proving that one of the Bar-Natan’s link homology theories, based on the algebra
of dotted cobordisms, is universal.
When it seemed categorifications of the Jones polynomial were ll understood, P. Ozsváth,
J. Rasmussen and Z. Szabó published a paper with a distinct co s ruction [ORS13] based on
aprojectiveTQFT. Their invariant also categorifies the Jones polynomial, but the algebra used
in the construction is not cocommutative and even not coassociative. They call itodd Kho-
vanov homology, because of similarity with the original constrution, whicwe now refer to as
even. Both theories agree modulo 2, but they are not equivalent overZ. In particular, results
of A. Shumakovitch [Sh11] provide examples of pairs of knots that can be distinguished by
one theory but not by the other. Moreover, it was proved by J. Bloom that the odd Khovanov
homology is mutation invariant [Blo10], generalizing the similar result by S. Wehrli for even
Khovanov homology withZ2 coefficients [Wh10].
Beyond the differences, both theories are constructed in a very similar way. First, given
a link diagramD with n crossings we create 2n pictures, by resolving each crossing horizontally
(type 0 resolution) or vertically (type 1 resolution):
0←− 1−→ (1.1)
The picture of crossing highways is placed to the right to help to remember the naming conven-
tion: a resolution of a crossing can be seen as a right turn (assuming the traffic is on the right
side). In type 0 we leave the lower highway, while in type 1 theupper one. We place all such
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pictures in vertices of an-dimensional cubeI (D), which edges we decorate with certain
cobordisms, see Fig.4.1on page53. This cube commutes and by applying a TQFT functor we
obtain a commuting cube of abelian groups and homomorphisms, which can be collapsed to
a chain complex (after changing signs of some maps). On the other hand, a projective TQFT
from [ORS13] produces a cube that commutes only up to signs, which has to be fixed before
collapsing. This can be always done, although it is kind of a mystery, why this is possible.
This last step is exactly why the odd theory does not fit into Bar-N tan’s framework. In his
philosophy, one should construct a chain complexKh(D) in the additive extension of the cat-
egory of cobordisms and proof its invariance before applying a TQFT functor. However, this
approach does work for the odd theory: the image ofKh(D) under a projective TQFT may not
be a complex anymore.
We refine the Bar-Natan’s construction by using cobordisms equipped with an additional
structure, framed Morse functionsτ : W I that separate critical points [Ig87], which we call
chronologies. Homotopies of these functions, which we refer to aschanges of chronologies,
equip the category of chronological cobordismsChCob with a structure of a 2-category and
we can express the projective functor from [ORS13] as a strict 2-functorFodd: ChCob Ab
that maps a change of a chronology to scaling of a homomorphism by±1.1 Because of a very
simple 2-categorical structure in a category ofR-modules, a 2-functorF : ChCob ModR
can be seen as an ordinary functorF : RChCob ModR from a linearizationof ChCob:
its morphisms are linear combinations of chronological cobordisms modulo chronological
relations—a chronology can be changed at a cost of multiplication by a certain scalar. We
construct in Chapter3 a certain linearizationkChCob of two-dimensional cobordisms, where
k = Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 = Y2 = 1), that is rich enough to support the construction of both even
1 One can regardAb as a 2-category with 2-morphisms labeled with integers, wheren: f g exists ifg= n f .
This generalizes in a natural way to a category of modules over a commutative ring.
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and odd Khovanov homology. For example, there are relations






By translating Bar-Natan’s construction into this new framework, we obtain a complex
Kh(D) in kChCob, and we show it is a link invariant up to homotopy and certain loca rela-
tions. In particular, it follows from contractibility of certain loops in the space of framed func-
tions that we can always distribute signs over edges of the cub to make it commute. Beyond
even and odd homology, we have found a number of link homologytheories with parameters,
especially thecovering homologyH (L), a sequence of graded modules over the ring of trun-
cated polynomialsZ[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 =Y2 = 1), from which we
can obtain both even and odd Khovanov homology as illustrated
to the right. The specializations should be made at the levelof
chains. This construction was first described in [Put08], and improved later in [Put13]. An-
other example is given by chronological cobordisms with dots that generalizes the universal
Bar-Natan’s theory to the odd setting. By an analogy to the even case we show it induces
the universal link homology in our framework (see Theorem5.2.9). A motivation was to find
an odd analog of Lee’s deformation, but this goal has not beenr ached.
1.2 Overview of the results
The 2-categorynChCob of n-dimensional chronological cobordisms is interesting on its own.
As we prohibit existence of two critical points at the same leve , there are two disjoint union:
the left-to-right and right-to-left, defined by taking the ordinary disjoint union of cobordisms
and shifting all critical points of one of them over the critical points of the other, see Fig.3 6
of page32. We prove in Chapter3 that one of the disjoint unions is a cubical 2-functor, so that
nChCob is a Gray monoidal category, a 2-categorical analog of a monoidal category. We also
compute the presentation of 2ChCob in terms of generators and relations, see Section3.2.2.
4
We are especially interested in a combinatorial description of 2-morphisms. We use it to find
a linearizationkChCob, which is an ordinary category. Not all cobordisms are free gnerators
in this category, and we compute for every cobordismW the set of its annihilators.
Theorem 3.3.9. Let k= Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 =Y2 = 1) and choose an embedded chronological





{1}, if W has genus0 and at most one closed component,
{1,XY}, otherwise.
(1.3)
Having constructed the complexKh(D) we explore various chronological TQFT functors
F : kChCob Modk that produce invariant link homologyH(FKh(D)). They are encoded
by chronological Frobenius systems, ee Definition3.3.10. The list contains the following
functors:
1) Fev, computing the even Khovanov homologyHev(L) of a link L,
2) Fodd, computing the odd Khovanov homologyHodd(L),
3) Fcov, leading to a sequence ofk-modulesHπ(L) that covers the two cases above,
4) F•, given by the algebra of cobordisms with dots, a ‘chronological’ variant of dotted
cobordisms introduced by Bar-Natan [BN05,BN07].
The last one is the universal functor—every chronological Frobenius system can be obtained
from the dotted algebra(R•,A•) either by a base change of by twisting the coalgebra structure,
and the behavior of homology under these two operations is well understood.
Theorem5.2.9. Any homogeneous rank two chronological Frobenius system(R,A) is obtained
from (R•,A•) by a base change and a twist. In particular,H•(L) := H(F•Kh(L)) is the most
general link homology theory in our framework.
Two-dimensional cobordisms admit a natural grading byZ×Z: the first number counts












There is an induced bigrading on the generalized Khovanov complexKh(D) that descends to
homology. It does not provide new information (the homologycan be nontrivial only when
the two degree components are equal, see Section5.4.1), but it gives us some control over
the signs in the cube—the categorykChCob is an example of agraded monoidal category:
the disjoint union preserves composition of cobordisms up to a scalar that depends only on
the degrees of the cobordisms involved. A similar property is satisfied by the connected sum
of cobordisms. We use that in Section4.2.4to derive formulas for the generalized complexes
for disjoint unions and connected sums of links.
Proposition 4.2.5. Given link diagram D and D′ there is an isomorphism of bigraded com-
plexes Kh(D⊔D′)∼= Kh(D)⊔Kh(D′), which is natural with respect to graded morphisms.
Proposition 4.2.6. Given link diagram D and D′ there is an isomorphism of bigraded com-
plexes Kh(D#D′)∼= Kh(D)#Kh(D′).
In the above, the operations⊔ and # for complexes are the additive extensions of the corre-
sponding operations on cobordisms.
On the algebraic side, the disjoint union is translated intoa ensor product over the ring of
scalars, whereas the connected sum into a tensor product over an algebraA′ :=F ( ){−1,0},
whereF : kChCob Modk is the chosen chronological TQFT. This requires the homology
to admit a module structure overA′—it is given by placing a circle next to the link and gluing
it with a merge cobordism, see Section5.4.3. Defined a priori for link diagrams, the module
structure depends only on the link component with which the circle is merged.
Proposition 5.4.10. Given two link diagrams D, D′, and a chronological TQFT there is an iso-
morphism of triply-graded complexesFKh(D⊔D′) ∼= FKh(D)⊗
k
FKh(D′). Moreover, if
the diagrams are based, thenFKh(D#D′)∼= FKh(D)⊗
A′
FKh(D′).
The covering homologyH (L) has three parameters,X, Y, andZ, leading to eight link
homology theories over integers. We show that all of them areisomorphism either to the even
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or odd homology, depending on the value ofXY. This is done by introducing yet another
grading on chronological cobordisms, which is not additivewith respect to disjoint unions.
Using it, we prove in Section5.3 that the generalized chain complex splits into a bunch of
isomorphic copies of the same complex over the ringZπ := Z[π ]/(π2−1). Here, bothX and
Z are set to 1, whereasY acts as a multiplication byπ .
Theorem 5.3.13(Reduction of parameters). The generalized Khovanov complexFAKh(D),





each isomorphic toFAKh(D;Zπ)∼= FπKh(D).
In the aboveFA is a functor induced by some chronological Frobenius algebra A in Modk,
whereasFπ is its reduction to the ringZπ . This result is then used to prove the duality phe-
nomenon for the generalized Khovanov homology: the complexH (L!) for the mirror image
L! of the linkL is precisely the value of the derived Hom( ,Zπ) applied toH (L).
Theorem 5.3.17(Duality for generalized Khovanov homology). Given a link diagram D and
its mirror image D! there is an isomorphism of complexes
FAKh(D
!)∼= FAKh(D)∗, (1.7)
where(C∗)i := Hom(C−i ,k) for a chain complex C. In particular, the odd Khovanov homology
Hodd(L) of a link L is dual toHodd(L!), and similarly forHπ(L) andHπ(L!).
This was already known for the even Khovanov homology, and computer-based calculation
revealed a similar phenomenon for the odd homology theory. However, the latter is not clear
from the construction: the algebra used to construct the oddKhovanov complex is not self-dual.
In case of the covering theory the roles ofX andY are interchanged, and we use the result on
reducing the parameters to switchX andY back.
The two variants of Khovanov homology, even and odd, coincides when regarded with
Z2 coefficients. Therefore, there are two Bockstein operations, βe,βo, and we prove not only
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they are distinct (which was already known), but we show all their alternating compositions
are different and non-trivial. Thence, the algebra of homological operations contains a graded
subalgebra with two generators in every degree. This subalge ra is already a finer invariant than
the homology itself—there exist pairs of knots with 15 crossing that have isomorphic both
even and odd homology, but the sum of the two Bocksteins acts differently, see Section5.5.2.
The two Bockstein operations admit lifts to integral homologies (Section5.5.3). Namely,
each of the two Bocksteins is covered by a degree 1 operation between even and odd variants




These lifts arise from exact sequences of coefficients for the unified homologyHπ(L), so
that their nontriviality impliesHπ(L) is an interesting extension between the two variants of
integral Khovanov homology. As in theZ2 case, the alternating compositions do not vanish.
These operations have an interesting behavior with respectto the mirror image operation: even
if they distinguish two linksL andL′, they might be trivial forL! andL′!. This is possible,
because torsion inHev(L!) andHodd(L!) is shifted when compared toHev(L) andHodd(L),
leaving no space forϕeo andϕoe.
1.3 Outline
We begin the thesis with a brief description of graded monoidal categories and Gray 2-categories,
a language we use to describe our construction. The key idea is th t we do not want the monoidal
product to preserve composition of morphisms, but we still want to have a control on how far
from functoriality the product is. This is encoded by certain 2-morphisms in case of Gray
2-categories, and by certain scalars in graded monoidal categories. For instance, in the latter
case
( f ′⊗g′)◦ ( f ⊗g) = λ · ( f ′⊗ f )⊗ (g′⊗g) (1.9)
where all morphisms are homogeneous, andλ depends only on degrees off andg′.
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Chapter3 describes chronological topological quantum field theories. The first section
serves as a short introduction to the theory of framed functio s, used later to decorate cobor-
disms. The 2-categoryChCob is introduced in Section3.2, whereas in the beginning of Sec-
tion 3.3we construct its linearizationkChCob. We end this chapter with a proof of nondegen-
eracy ofkChCob: most cobordisms have trivial 2-automorphisms.
The construction of the generalized Khovanov chain complexis described in Chapter4.
We explore here howKh(D) behaves under basic operations on link diagrams. In particular,
we obtain the formulas for disjoint unions and connected sums of links in Section4.2.4, and
we analyze the relation between complexes for a link and its mirror image in Section5.3.4.
The proof of invariance is postponed to the end of this chapter—the formula for the connected
sum simplifies the computation for the first Reidemeister move a lot.
The last chapter explores various TQFT functors that can be used to compute homology
from Kh(D). We recover here both the even and odd Khovanov homology, butwe also describe
the odd variant of dotted cobordisms showing that the homology theory they induce is the most
we can get. This is also the place where we reduce the number ofparameters in our theory,
showing that the even and odd homology are the only invariants over integers. The chapter




This chapter serves as a brief introduction to monoidal products in graded categories and 2-
categories, which provide a framework for the constructionof the generalized Khovanov ho-
mology. For more details, see [Be67,GPS95,Gr74].
2.1 Graded monoidal categories
2.1.1 The category of graded modules
Fix a groupG and a unital commutative ringR. We say anR-moduleM is graded by Gif it
decomposes into a direct sumM =
⊕
a∈GMa. An elementm∈Ma is homogeneous of degree
degm= a. A homomorphismf : M N between graded modules isgradedif f (Ma) ⊂ Na
for everya∈G, andhomogeneous of degree b∈ Z(G) if f (Ma)⊂Nba, whereZ(G) is the center
of G. Clearly, a graded homomorphism is homogeneous of degreee, th neutral element ofG.
The category ofR-modules is symmetric monoidal: the monoidal product is given as
the tensor product overR, and the free module of rank one is the unit for this product. This
structure can be twisted in case ofG-graded modules.
Definition 2.1.1. Choose a functionλ : G×G U(R) that is a group homomorphism in each
variable, whereU(R) is the group of invertible elements inR. Define thegraded tensor product
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for G-graded modules in the ordinary way, but for homogeneous homomorphismsf andg we
define the productf ⊗g by the formula
( f ⊗g)(m⊗n) := λ (degg,degm) f (m)⊗g(n). (2.1)
There is abraidingσM,N : M⊗N N⊗M, m⊗n λ (degm,degn)n⊗m, which is asym-
metryif λ (a,b)λ (b,a) = 1 for all a,b∈G.
The graded tensor product generalizes the Koszul product (G= Z2 andλ (a,b) = (−1)ab),
and the anyonic braiding (G= Z andλ (a,b) = ζ ab for some root of unityζ ).
Lemma 2.1.2.The following hold
( f ′⊗g′)◦ ( f ⊗g) = λ (degg′,degf )( f ′ ◦ f )⊗ (g′ ◦g), and (2.2)
σM′,N′ ◦ ( f ⊗g) = λ (degf ,degg)(g⊗ f )◦σM,N (2.3)
for any homogeneous homomorphisms Mf M′ f
′




There is a nice graphical interpretation of the formulas (2.2) and (2.1). We represent a ho-
momorphismf : M N by a box labeledf with two legs: one at the bottom, labeled withM,
and one at the top, labeled withN. Composition of morphism is given by placing the boxes one
over the other and a tensor product of homomorphisms by placing them side by side, the left








For example, (2.1) follows from the following simple calculation, where we rep sent an ele-
















where the arrow ·λ indicates that the picture to the right must be scaled byλ (degg,degm).





= λ (degm,degn) n
m
(2.6)
This does not work in the braided case. Indeed, one can first change the heights of boxes labeled
m andn, which results inσ(m⊗n) = λ (degn,degm)−1n⊗m. Comparing the two values we
conclude it must beλ (degn,degm)λ (degm,degn) = 1. One solution to this issue is to add
horizontal lines originating at all boxes and pointing leftwards, in which case the relation (2.4)


























This can be done only at the left edge of the diagram. The product f ⊗g is then represented
by the diagram in which the line originating fromg passes over the input forf , and we can
representσ by the positive crossing . However, the composition of boxes becomes more
complicated—one cannot simply join two boxes, unless theirorizontal lines pass all other
lines in the same way. We shall not go deeper into the braided case, as all graded tensor
products considered in this thesis are symmetric.
Definition 2.1.3. Choose a ringSthat is aG-graded bimodule overR, and consider the category
of G-graded modules overS. We say that
1) the ringS is commutativeif rs= λ (degr,degs)sr for homogeneous elementsr, ∈ S,
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2) aG-graded bimoduleM overS is symmetricif sm= λ (degs,degm)msfor homogeneous
elementss∈ S, m∈M, and
3) a homogeneous functionf : M N betweenG-graded bimodules overS is right linear
if f (ms) = f (m)s, but left linear if f (sm) = λ (degf ,degs)s f(m) for a homogeneous
elements∈ S.
If we think of linearity as a commutativity of a mapf with the action ofS, then the last















With these conventions we can define a tensor product ofG-graded bimodulesM⊗S N in
the usual way, with actions ofS given ass(m⊗ n) := (sm)⊗ n and (m⊗ n)s := m⊗ (ns).
If both M andN are symmetric in the graded sense, so isM⊗SN.
2.1.2 A product in graded categories
Choose a ringR. An R-linear categoryA is gradedby a groupG, if
1) for every two objectsA,B∈ A theR-module of morphisms Mor(A,B) is graded byG, in
which case we say that a morphismf ∈Mor(A,B)g is homogeneousof degree degf = g,
2) the above gradation is coherent with composition, i.e. deg( f ◦ g) = deg( f )deg(g) for
homogeneous morphismsf andg, and
3) there is a family of linear functors{g} : A A called degree shifts, parametrized
by central elementsa ∈ Z(G), such that{e} = idA, {a} ◦ {b} = {ab}, and there are
canonical module isomorphisms Mor(A{a},A′{a′})≈Mor(A,A′) such that a morphism
f ∈Mor(A,A′)x is homogeneous of degree degf = a′xa−1 when regarded as an element
of Mor(A{a},A′{a′}).
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The last condition is equivalent to a choice of degreea isomorphismsia : A A{a} satisfying
ia◦ ib = iab andie = id, wheree∈ G is the neutral element—think ofia as the morphism that
corresponds to id:A A.
Remark 2.1.4. The first two conditions sayA is a category enriched over the category ofG-
gradedR-modules. Any such category can be made aG-graded category by replacing its objects
with symbolsA{a}, whereA∈ObA anda∈Z(G). For morphisms we put Mor(A{a},A′{a′}) :=
Mor(A,A′) with degrees shifted accordingly to match the definition of agr ded category, and
we setA{a}{b} := A{ab}.
We shall now define a graded product. For that we have to understand first how to construct
a product of graded categories. Because we are dealing with categories enriched overModR,
it certainly should not be just a Cartesian product (composition s not linear). Instead, choose
a bihomomorphismλ : G×G U(R) and define the productA×λ B of G-graded categories
A andB as follows:
1) objects are pairs(A,B) of objectsA∈ A andB∈ B,
2) morphisms(A,B) (A′,B′) are elements of the tensor products over the ringR:
Mor((A,A′),(B,B′)) := MorA(A,A
′)⊗MorB(B,B′), and (2.11)
3) composition satisfies thegraded product rule
( f ′⊗g′)◦ ( f ⊗g) := λ (degg′,degf )( f ′ ◦ f )⊗ (g′ ◦g) (2.12)
for homogeneous morphismsf , f ′, g, andg′.
The categoryA ×λ B does not admit an obvious additive structure, as all objects(A,0) and
(0,B) are isomorphic to the zero object(0,0), as each of them has a unique endomorphism—
the zero map. Likewise for the naive degree shifts: the isomorphism(A,B) (A{a},B{a})
has degreea2 instead ofa.
Definition 2.1.5. A graded product of typeλ in a G-graded categoryA consists of an object
I and an associative degree-preserving linear functor⊠ : A×λ A A such thatI ⊠ ( ) and
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( )⊠ I are identity functors. In particular,( f ′⊠g′)◦( f ⊠g) = λ (degg′,degf )( f ◦ f ′)⊠(g′ ◦g)
for homogeneous morphismsf , f ′, g, andg′.
The categoryModR admits a braidingσM,N : M⊗N N⊗M, which induces a functor
P: A×λ B B×λ A that maps(A,B) to (B,A), and f ⊗g to σ( f ⊗g) = λ (degf ,degg)g⊗ f .
Definition 2.1.6. A braiding in a graded monoidal categoryA is a natural transformation of
functorsσ : ⊗ ⊗◦ P, i.e. a family of natural isomorphismsσA,B : A⊗B B⊗A such
that σA′,B′ ◦ ( f ⊗g) = λ (degf ,degg)(g⊗ f ) ◦σA,B for homogeneous morphismsf : A A′
andg: B B′.
The graded product interacts with the degree shift functorsin a non-trivial way. Indeed,
the product is functorial as long as we consider graded morphisms, and each homogeneous
morphisms can be made graded after a suitable degree shift ofits domain of a codomain.
Hence, we should not expect the objectsA{a}⊗B{b} and(A⊗B){ab} to be equal. They are,
however, canonically isomorphic via the isomorphism
A{a}⊗B{b} i
−1
a ⊗i−1b A⊗B iab (A⊗B){ab}. (2.13)
Notice the choice of the first map:i−1a ⊗ i−1b is not the inverse ofia⊗ ib. The following lemma
explains how the scaling coefficient appear in the formula for the graded product.
Lemma 2.1.7.Choose an object X and a morphism f: A−→ B of degreedegf = ab−1, where














where · denotes appropriate conjugations by canonical isomorphisms i•.
Proof. Follows directly from the third condition for a graded product in Definition2.1.5.
2.2 Monoidal 2-categories
We have seen that for graded categories the composition rulefor the product can be twisted
by a certain function. A general framework for this type of constructions is provided by 2-
categories and Gray monoidal products.
2.2.1 2-categories
The shortest way to define a 2-category is to say that it is a category enriched overCat. This
means the following:
• for every two objectsA andB there is a category of morphisms Mor(A,B); morphism of
this category are called 2-morphismsand composition is denoted by⋆,
• the composition is given by functors◦A,B,C : Mor(B,C)×Mor(A,B) Mor(A,C),
• the identity morphisms are picked by functors 1lA : ∗ Mor(A,A), where the category
∗ consists of a single object∗ and a single morphism id∗,
• the associativity and unitarity axioms are replaced with three invertible 2-morphisms
ρ f : f ◦ idA f , λ f : idB◦ f f , andα f ,g,h : f ◦ (g◦h) ( f ◦g) ◦ h for any f ∈
Mor(A,B), g∈Mor(B,C), andh∈Mor(C,D), fitting into the commutative diagrams
f ◦ (g◦ (h◦k)) f ◦ ((g◦h)◦k)












They are called the MacLane’s coherence conditions [ML98].
A 2-category isstrict, if all α, ρ andλ are identities. Otherwise, it isweak.
Example 2.2.1.Given two small categoriesC andD there is a category[C D] of functors
from C to D, where the role of morphisms is played by natural transformations. Therefore,
we have a 2-category of all small categories. This 2-category is strict, because composition of
functors is associative.
Example 2.2.2.Consider a categoryModR of modules over a fixed commutative ringR. We
can extend it to a 2-category with 2-morphisms given by elements of R as follows. Choose
module homomorphismsf ,g: M N andr ∈ R. We write r : f g if g(m) = f (rm) for
anym∈M. Both compositions of 2-morphisms are given as multiplication inR. The 2-category
defined this way is again strict.
If we represent objects by points on a plane and 1-morphisms by oriented edges, then 2-






There are two ways of composing 2-morphisms: averticalcomposition, induced by the in-





























produces the same 2-morphism no matter whether we first compose the 2-morphisms vertically
or horizontally. In other words,
(β ′ ⋆α ′)◦ (β ⋆α) = (β ′ ◦β )⋆ (α ′ ◦α). (2.22)
This property, called theinterchange law, together with the obvious associativity and unitarity
axioms, is another way how to define a 2-category [Be67].
The higher structure of 2-categories affects a notion of a functor: we no longer assume that
it preserves identities nor compositions of morphisms. Instead, both properties should hold up
to some 2-morphisms, which are part of the data, subject to some coherence relations.1
Definition 2.2.3. A functor F : C D between 2-categories consists of a function of ob-
jects F0 : ObC ObD, a collection of functorsFA,B : Mor(A,B) Mor(FA,FB), and 2-
morphismsιA : idFA F(idA) andϕ f ,g : F( f ) ◦F(g) F( f ◦g) satisfying certain coher-
ence relations. A functorF is strict, if both 2-morphisms are equalities.
A famous result states that every 2-category can be strictified: every 2-category is equivalent
to some strict 2-category. Hence, we do not have to care aboutweak 2-categories. On the other
hand, this does not apply to functors: there are functors between strict 2-categories that cannot
1 See [Be67] for details. The most general definition does not even assume invertibility of ι andϕ , but we will
never need such functors.
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be replaced by strict ones. However, most functors used in this paper will be strict, with the only
exception of cubical functors [GPS95].
Definition 2.2.4. A functor F : C1×·· ·×Cr −→ D between strict 2-categories2 is cubical if
the following conditions hold:
1) F(idA1, . . . , idAr ) = idF(A1,...,Ar), and
2) F( f1 ◦ g1, . . . , fr ◦ gr) = F( f1, . . . , fr) ◦F(g1, . . . ,gr) if there isk such thatgi = id and
f j = id for all i < k< j.
In other words,ι is the identity 2-morphism and so isϕ, unless we have to ‘permute’ nontrivial
morphismsf andg′.
In the case of a cubical functor, the coherence relations mentioned in Definition2.2.3reduce
to two commuting diagrams of 2-morphisms
F( f )◦F(g) F( f ′)◦F(g′)





F( f )◦F(g)◦F(h) F( f ◦g)◦F(h)





where we used a shortcut notationf = ( f1, . . . , fr) for morphisms in a product of 2-categories,
and similarly for 2-morphisms. The latter condition has thefollowing interpretation when
r = 2: whenever we have three pairs of morphisms, passing from a composition of values
of F on them to the value ofF on their composition requires two ‘transpositions’ of ‘inner’
arguments and it can be done in two different ways. The condition (2.24) says, it does not
matter which way we choose.
2 There is also a more general notion of a cubical functor betwen weak 2-categories.
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2.2.2 Gray products
A Gray monoidal structure is the analogue of a strict monoidal one in the world of ordinary
categories: there is a more general definition of a (weak) monoidal 2-category, but each such
category is equivalent (in a monoidal sense) to a Gray-monoidal ne [GPS95]. Because of that
it is sometimes called asemi-strictmonoidal 2-category [BaNe95,La05].
Definition 2.2.5. A Gray monoidal structurein a strict 2-categoryC consists of an associative
cubical functor⊗ : C×C C and a unit objectI ∈ C such that bothI ⊗ ( ) and( )⊗ I are
identity 2-functors.
Example 2.2.6.Consider a (non-additive) subcategoryModhR ⊂ ModR of all G-gradedR-
modules and only homogeneous morphisms. The graded tensor product, when restricted to this
subcategory, is a cubical functor: the 2-morphismϕ : ( f ′⊗g′) ◦ ( f ⊗g) ( f ′ ◦ f )⊗ (g′ ◦g)
is given as multiplication byλ (degg′,degf ). This example shows that graded monoidal cate-
gories are very close to Gray categories.
It is much harder to describe braiding in a monoidal 2-category: writing down all coherence
conditions takes usually a few pages [BaNe95,KV94]. Since we will never use this notion in
such generality, we provide here a very simplified version with all 2-morphisms being identi-
ties. That is why we call it astrict braiding.
Definition 2.2.7. A strict braiding in a Gray monoidal category(C,⊗, I) is a collection of
isomorphismsσA,B : A⊗B B⊗A such that eachσA, andσ ,B is a natural transformation






for any objectC. If in additionσA,B◦σB,A = id, we callσ astrict symmetry.
A natural transformationη : F G in a 2-categorical setting means a little more than
a commutativity of squares. Indeed, it should be coherent with 2-morphisms, which can be
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for any 2-morphismα : f f ′.
Example 2.2.8.The categoryModhR from Example2.2.6is strictly braided, with the braiding
isomorphismσA,B(a⊗b) := λ (dega,degb)b⊗a.
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Chapter 3
Chronological Topological Quantum Field
Theories
A Topological Quantum Field Theory is a monoidal functorF : nCob A from the cate-
gory of (n−1)-dimensional manifolds andn-dimensional cobordisms between them to some
symmetric monoidal abelian categoryA, usually the category of vector spaces over a field, or
bimodules over a fixed ring. Regarding a cobordismW as a spacetime, a timeless description
of an evolution of the initial spaceΣ, a TQFTF provides certain quantitative information:
how states of the spaceΣ (the vectors fromF (Σ)) changes during the evolution (the function
F (W)).
If we want to capture some information about catastrophes inthis evolution, such as break-
ing a space into pieces or merging two components, we have to cho se a time function. We
allow smooth deformation of the time to keep the flexibility of TQFTs, but with some control
at the same time. In particular, we are interesting on in the ord r, thechronology, of the catas-
trophes, which is preserved by small perturbations of the tim function. This can be done by
extending the category of cobordisms to a certain 2-category described in this chapter.
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3.1 Framed functions
Definition 3.1.1. An Igusa functionis a smooth functionf : W R, such that at every point
p∈W one of the following conditions holds:
IF1: p is regular, i.e. the derivatived fp does not vanish, or
IF2: f has aMorse singularity(or A1 singularity) atp, i.e.d fp = 0 but the HessianHessp( f )
is nondegenerate, or
IF3: f has abirth-death singularity(or A2 singularity) atp, i.e. d fp = 0 andHessp( f ) has
a 1-dimensional kernelN(p)⊂ TpW, butd3 fp is nonzero onN(p).
Morse and birth-death singularities of a functionf have the following local models:
f (x1, . . . ,xn) = f (p)−x21−·· ·−x2k +x2k+1+ . . .x2n, (3.1)
f (x1, . . . ,xn) = f (p)−x21−·· ·−x2k +x2k+1+ . . .x2n−1+x3n. (3.2)
In the latter case the nullspaceN(p) of Hessp( f ) is spanned by∂∂xn . The numberk = µ(p) is
called theindexof p.
Igusa functions arise naturally if one considers homotopies b tween smooth functions:
a generic function onW is Morse (conditionsIF1 andIF2) andseparative(critical points lie on
different levels), but a space of such functions is not even connected. However, a transversality
argument implies a generic homotopyft is separative Morse except finitely many moments
0< t1 < · · ·< tk < 1, at which either two critical points are permuted or a birth-death singular-
ity occurs [Ce68]; we refer to them asevents. We can visualize them by drawing the singular




















Figure 3.1: Singular loci for elementary homotopies of Igusa functions. Cusps represent





Figure 3.2: Exampes of singular loci, when two events occursat the same times.
Choose a generic two-parameter familyft,s: W R of Igusa functions,t,s∈ I . The path
t ft,s is a generic homotopy of Igusa functions for all except finitely manys∈ I , at which
one of the situations described below occurs, see [Ig84,EM11].
Case I Two events can occur at the same timeti. For example, we have homotopies
(3.3)
where dashed lines indicate singular values oft. See also Fig.3.2for singular loci of
the left two homotopies.
Case II A non-transverse event occurs, i.e. the singular setis not transverse to some level set
{t = a}. Up to direction of the change, there are three such homotopies
b /0
(3.4)
and their singular loci are shown in Fig.3.3.





Figure 3.3: Singular loci of non-transverse events.
critical level. There are three types of such homotopies
(3.5)
with singular loci of two of them visualized in Fig.3.4(the case of an annihilation is
symmetric to the one of a creation).
The space of Igusa functions is not simply connected, which is manifested by the lack of
the dove tail singularity in the list above. Indeed, this singularity is modeled by a biquadratic
polynomial and as such it cannot appear. We can fix this issue by adding a framing.1 In fact,
the space of framed functions is contractible [Ig87,Lu09,EM11], but we will not use this fact
in this paper. The following definition comes from [EM11].
Given a Riemannian metric onW and a critical pointp∈W of an Igusa functionf : W R
consider its Hessian as a linear mapHessp( f ) : TpW TpW. Denote byE−(p) andE+(p)
its negative and positive eigenspaces respectively.
Definition 3.1.2. Let f : W R be an Igusa function. Aframingon f is a choice of a Rie-
mannian metric onW and an orthonormal framev1, . . . ,vµ(p) of E
−(p) at every critical point
1 Framed functions were introduced to overcome the problem oflost information, when replacing a manifold
with a Morse function: although a Morse function decomposesW into cells, one cannot buildW back, unless





Figure 3.4: Singular locuces of exceptional events from thethird group.
p. If p is anA2 singularity, we add an extra vectorvµ(p)+1 ∈ N(p) in the positive direction of
d3τ.
The topology on the space of framed functions Funfr(W) was described indirectly in [Ig87]
by constructing a simplicial complex homotopy equivalent to this space. Here we only remind
how homotopies look like, following [EM11].
Choose a smooth functionf : W× Im R such that eachslice ft : W R for t ∈ Im is
an Igusa function. Denote byV ⊂W× Im the set of critical points of all slice functionsft and
let Σ be the subset of allA2 points. Genericly,V is anm-dimensional submanifold ofW× Im, Σ
has codimension 1 inV, andV is transverse to each sliceW×{t} at the setV−Σ, see [EM11].
Let V −Σ = V0∪ · · · ∪Vn andΣ = Σ0∪ · · · ∪Σn−1 be decompositions ofV −Σ andΣ with
respect to the index. Then
• Σk is the intersection of the closures ofVk andVk+1, and
• for z= (p, t) ∈Vk one hasTpW = E−(z)⊕E+(z), and
• for z= (p, t) ∈ Σk one hasTpW = E−(z)⊕N(z)⊕E+(z),
whereE±(z) is the positive of negative eigenspace ofHessp( ft) andN(z) is its nullspace. It
follows that forz0 ∈ Σk andz∈Vk
lim
z z0
E+(z) = N(z0)⊕E+(z0) and lim
z z0
E−(z) = E−(z0), (3.6)
whereas forz0 ∈ Σk andz∈Vk+1
lim
z z0
E−(z) = E−(z0)⊕N(z0) and lim
z z0







Figure 3.5: A cancelation of framedA1 points.
A framing on f : W× Im I forms a collection of sections(v1, . . . ,vn), where eachvk is de-
fined only over the unionΣk−1∪Vk∪· · ·∪Σn−1∪Vn, such thatvk(z)∈N(z) for z∈ Σk−1 and at
z∈Vk∪Σk the vectorsv1(z), . . . ,vk(z) form an orthonormal frame ofE−(z). In particular, when
we approach a birth-death singularity, framings of cancelig points agree with the framing of
the limiting point, see Fig.3.5. For more details see [EM11].
Theorem 3.1.3(cf. [EM11,Lu09]). For any compact manifold W, the space of framed Igusa
functionsFunfr(W) is contractible.
There is a natural action ofSO(k) on the set of all framings of a critical point of index
k. The quotient by this action, one per each critical point, results in a much smaller space of
functions, which is still simply connected.
Definition 3.1.4. An orientationof an Igusa function is a choice of an orientation of the neg-
ative eigenspaceE−(p) at every critical pointp. The space of oriented Igusa functions onW
will be denoted by Funor(W).
Theorem 3.1.5.Funor(W) is simply connected for any compact manifold W.
Proof. Consider the canonical projectionπ : Funfr(W) Funor(W). It is easy to see that it
has connected fibers (a product ofSO(k)’s). Hence, if we can show it has a path-lifting property,
then any loopγ can be lifted to a loop up to reparametrization (liftγ as a path and connect its
endpoints in a fiber). Then a contracting homotopy upstairs descends to a contracting homotopy
of γ.
Pick a pathγ : [0,1] Funor(W). The compactness of[0,1] implies the existence of
a sequence 0= t0 < t1 < · · ·< tk = 1 such thatγ|[ti−1,ti ] looks like one of the homotopies listed
in Fig. 3.1. Sinceπ has connected fibers, it is enough to lift each of the three homot pies.
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• If γ has only Morse singularities, for each critical point ofγ(0) choose any framing with
a given orientation and transport it along the path.
• If γ has a birth singularity of indexk at p, pick any framing at this point agreeing with
its orientation. Then transport it along the path of points with indexk and for the path of
indexk+1 add to the framing the additional vector coming from the nullspaceN(p).
• For a death singularity do the same but with the time reversed.
Hence, every path in Funor(W) lifts to Funfr(W).
Remark 3.1.6. The groupSO(k) is not simply connected, and there is a choice for a path
connecting the endpoints of the lift. In particular,π2(Funor(W)) may be nontrivial. This is not
a problem for us, as we never go beyondπ1(Funor(W)) in this thesis.
3.2 The category of chronological cobordisms
3.2.1 Basic definitions and operations
An (n+ 1)-manifold W is a cobordismbetween two orientedn-manifoldsΣ0 and Σ1 if its
boundary is diffeomorphic toΣ0⊔−Σ1 (the minus sign stands for the opposite orientation of
Σ1). We will often writeWin andWout for the components of∂W identified withΣ0 and−Σ1
respectively, and call them theinput and theoutputof W.
Given cobordismsW from Σ0 to Σ1 andW′ from Σ1 to Σ2, one can glue them together
along the orientation reversing diffeomorphismWout ≈ Σ1 ≈W′in to obtain a cobordismW′W.
Unfortunately, this operation is defined only up to a diffeomorphism, the issue we can address
by considering cobordisms withcollars. Namely, think of ann-manifoldΣ as an open cylinders
Σ×(−ε,ε) for a fixed smallε > 0, and a cobordisms fromΣ0 to Σ1 as a manifoldW with a pair
of embeddingsΣ0× [0,ε) W Σ1× (−ε,0]. If W′ is another cobordism fromΣ1 to Σ2,
then the gluingW′W :=W′∪ (Σ1× (−ε,ε))∪W has a well-defined smooth structure.
Definition 3.2.1. A chronological cobordismis a cobordismW together with an oriented Morse
function τ : W I separating critical points, for whichτ−1([0,ε)) andτ−1((1− ε,1]) are
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the collars ofWin andWout respectively, on whichτ is the projection on the second factor.
A homotopy ofτ in the space of oriented Igusa functions is called ach nge of a chronology.
We are interested only in the order of critical points of the functionτ. Therefore, we identify
chronologies that differ by a change preserving the order.
Definition 3.2.2. Chronological cobordisms(W,τ) and (W,τ ′) areequivalentif there exists
a pathγ in Funor(W) from τ to τ ′ such that eachγt : W I is a Morse function that separates
critical points.2 In such case we write(W,τ)∼ (W,τ ′) or τ ∼ τ ′.
Given cobordisms(W,τ) from Σ0 to Σ1 and(W,τ ′) from Σ1 to Σ2 we define a chronology











The assumed behavior of a chronology on collars of a cobordism guaranteesτ ′′ is smooth.
Hence, we have an associative and unital operation on equivalence classes of cobordisms,
where units are given by cylindersΣ× I with the simplest chronology—the projection onI .
Recall that given two pathsγ,γ ′ : I ×X in a topological spaceX such thatγ(1) = γ ′(0) we
define their concatenationγ ′ ⋆ γ by the formula




γ(2t), 06 t 6 1/2,
γ ′(2t−1), 1/26 t 6 1.
(3.9)









Let H,H ′ : W× I I be changes of chronolo-
gies such that(W,H0) and(W,H ′0) are equivalent chronological
cobordisms, i.e. there is a pathγ in Funor(W) betweenH0 and
H ′0. We sayH andH
′ areequivalentif there is a pathγ ′ from H1




t ⋆ γt are homotopic in Funor(W). In such case we write
H ∼ H ′.
2 We are allowed to deform not only the functionτ, but also the chosen Riemannian structure onW. As shown
in [Ig87] all Riemanian structures can be related by such deformations.
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Remark 3.2.4. The connectivity of Funor(W) implies the homotopy in the definition above
always exists. Hence, any two changesH,H ′ : W× I I , for which H0 ∼ H ′0 andH1 ∼ H ′1,
are equivalent.
We canjuxtaposechanges occurring on different regions of a cobordism. Formally, if H
andH ′ are changes of chronologies onW andW′ respectively, and cobordismsW andW′ can
be glued together, there is a change of a chronology onW′W induced by the map





H ′(p, t), p∈W′,
(3.10)
which may need to be smoothed. This operation is clearly associative and unital.
Concatenationof changes of chronologies is a bit cumbersome: we cannot combine homo-
topiesH,H ′ : W× I I if (W,H1) and(W,H ′0) are only equivalent, asH1 may not agree with
H ′0. Instead, we define




H(p,3t), 06 t 6 1/3,
γ(p,2t−1), 1/36 t 6 2/3,
H ′(ϕ(p),3t−2), 2/36 t 6 1,
(3.11)
whereγ is a path in Funor(W) from H1 to H ′0. Hence,H









This operation is well-defined up to equivalence due to Remark 3.2.4(in particular, it does not
depend on the pathγ), and it is clearly associative and unital up to equivalence.
Lemma 3.2.5. Choose pairs of equivalent changes of chronologies H∼ ˜ and H′ ∼ H̃ ′ on
a cobordism W such that H′ and H can be concatenated. Then we can concatenateH̃ ′ with H̃,
and H′ ⋆H ∼ H̃ ′ ⋆ H̃.
Proof. The asserted equivalences guarantee(W,Hi) ∼ (W, H̃i) and(W,H ′i ) ∼ (W, H̃ ′i ) for i =
0,1, and sinceH ′ can be concatenated withH, (W,H1) and (W,H ′0) are equivalent as well.
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Hence, we have a sequence of equivalences(W, H̃1) ∼ (W,H1) ∼ (W,H ′0) ∼ (W′, H̃ ′0), which













γt γ ′t (3.13)
commutes up to homotopy due to Remark3.2.4, whereγ, γ ′, ω, andω̃ ′ are paths of Morse
functions given by corresponding equivalences of chronological cobordisms.
All the above almost shows that chronological cobordisms form a 2-category—it remains
to check the interchange law (2.22) holds; this follows immediately as concatenation and jux-
taposition commute with each other. We state this as the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.6.There is a strict 2-category of chronological cobordisms nChCob with ori-
ented manifolds of dimension( −1) as objects, equivalence classes of chronological cobor-
disms as morphisms, and homotopy classes of changes of chronologies as 2-morphisms. The
composition of morphism is induced by gluing, and the two compositions of 2-morphisms are
given as juxtaposition (the horizontal one) and concatenatio (the vertical one).
Remark 3.2.7. For a chronological cobordismW the set of critical pointscrit (W) is linearly
ordered by the chronology: we writex< y if τ(x) < τ(y). This order is invariant under equiv-
alence of cobordisms, but it is affected by changes of chronologies.
One of the important operations on cobordisms is thedisjoint union. For chronological
cobordisms it has to be defined carefully: with the naive definitio one might get two critical
points at the same level, what is prohibited. Instead, we havto shift critical points of the left
or the right cobordism below critical points of the other one, obtaining a ‘left-then-right’ and
a ‘right-then-left’ disjoint unions, denoted by or respectively (see Fig.3.6). Formally, we
















whereβ ba : I I is a perturbed ‘bump function’: an increasing function which is very close to
0 on the interval[0,a] and very close to 1 on[b,1]. The chronology
τℓ on (W,τ) (W′,τ ′) is defined in a similar way. Finally, the for-
mula (3.14) can be naturally extended to changes of chronologies—
replacep with a pair(p, t).
This is the first place where we can see that chronological cobordisms indeed require
a richer structure than just a category: the disjoint unionsdefined above are functorial only
up to a change of a chronologyσ⊔W,W′ : (W W
′,τr) (W W′,τℓ) that pullsW belowW′.
This can be done by a linear interpolation of chronologies,σ⊔W,W′(p, t) := (1− t)τℓ(p)+ tτr(p).
Theorem 3.2.8.The 2-category nChCob is Gray monoidal. The monoidal product is induced
by the ‘right-then-left’ disjoint union and the unit is given by the empty manifold/0.
Proof. We have to check conditions from Definition2.2.5. First, is cubical. Indeed, the con-
ditions from Definition2.2.4are trivially satisfied, asσ⊔W,W′ : W W
′ W W′ does noth-
ing if eitherW or W′ has no critical points. Commutativity of the square (2.23) is given by
a homotopy
hs = σ⊔W,W′ |[0,s] ⋆ ((1−s)α β +sα β )⋆σ⊔W,W′|[s,1] (3.15)
whereσ⊔W,W′|[a,b] is a restriction ofσ⊔W,W′ to t ∈ [a,b]. The homotopyhs first shiftsW andW′
a bit towards their final position, then it applies the changes α andβ on appropriate levels, and
after that it shiftsW andW′ further to their final positions. Finally, commutativity of(2.24)
follows easily: the two changesσ⊔ ⋆ (σ⊔ ◦ id) andσ⊔ ⋆ (id◦σ⊔) are homotopic by a linear
interpolation.
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The unitarity condition is clear, and what remains is to check associativity. This follows di-
rectly from the way is defined: the two chronologies onW (W′ W′′) and(W W′) W′′




The ordinary category of cobordisms is not only monoidal, but it
possesses a symmetry induced by a family of permutation diffeomor-
phismsc: Σ1⊔Σ0 ≈ Σ0⊔Σ1. Namely, take the cylinder(Σ0⊔Σ1)× I
with the standard inclusion as its input and the diffeomorphism c as its
output (see the picture to the side). In case of chronological cobordisms,
these permutation cylinders form natural transformationsbetween unary functorsC ( ) and
( ) C, whereC stands for any cylinder. This suggests the permutation cylinders equip
nChCob with a strict symmetry, see Definition2.2.7. Indeed, commutativity of the triangle
(2.25) follows easily from this construction.
Corollary 3.2.9. The Gray monoidal category(nChCob, , /0) has a strict symmetry induced
by permutation diffeomorphisms c: Σ1⊔Σ0 ≈ Σ0⊔Σ1.
There is another operation on chronological cobordisms similar to the disjoint unions—
the connected sum. Given chronological cobordismsW andW′ remove vertical cylinders from
them (verticality means the chronologies have no critical points on their small neighborhoods)
and constructW#W′ by identifying the cobordisms along the newly created boundary. Like-
wise for the disjoint unions, there are two connected sums ofchronological cobordismsW and
W′, the ‘left-then-right’W W′ and the ‘right-then-left’ oneW W′, related by a change of
a chronologyσ#W,W′ : W W
′ W′ W that permutes the critical points.
Let nChCob◦ be the category of nonempty manifolds with two distinguished points, and
cobordisms between them, decorated with two vertical linesconnecting the basepoints of
the boundary manifolds. Then the connected sums are well-define (choose small neighbor-
hoods of the distinguished lines), and we have the followinga alog of Theorem3.2.8.
Corollary 3.2.10. The 2-category nChCob◦ is Gray monoidal. The product is induced by
the ‘right-then-left’ connected sum and the unit is given by the(n−1)-dimensional ball.
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3.2.2 Dimension 2
We shall now focus on chronological cobordisms of dimensiontwo. We start with a description
of its low-level structure.
Proposition 3.2.11.2ChCob is a symmetric Gray monoidal category with objects freely gen-
erated by a circleS1 and morphisms freely generated by the following five cobordisms:





with a twist acting as a strict symmetry.
One should read the pictures above from bottom to top: the bottom circles form the input
of a cobordism, the top ones form the output and the height functio determines a chronology.
Orientations of critical points are visualized by arrows.
Proof. Every 1-dimensional manifold is a family of circles, so thatobjects of 2ChCob are
freely generated under the disjoint union by a single circleS1. Since all orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms ofS1 are isotopic to the identity, chronological cobordisms with no critical
points are generated by a permutation of two circles, the symmetry of the monoidal structure.
Morse theory provides a description of cobordisms with a single critical point. Since the order
of critical points is fixed, it remains to analyze orientations of the critical points.
We need only one merge and one split—an orientation of the saddle point can be reversed
by attaching a twist. The tangent space to a point of index 0 (abirth) is stable, so that there is
only one choice for orientation (the empty frame), but it is un table at points of index 2 (deaths).
Hence, a choice of an orientation of a death is equivalent to an orientation of the tangent space,
which can be either coherent with the orientation of the cobordism or not.
We shall use Cerf theory (see Section3.1) to describe 2-morphisms in terms of generators
and relations. Most of them are easy to draw directly, but forsome it will be useful to use other
presentations. We shall describe now two of them—ovies, andsurgery diagrams.
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:
Figure 3.7: A two-arrow surgery diagram encodes a permutation of two saddle points.
A movie presentationof a chronological cobordism is a sequence of its regular levels, dense
enough to capture all topological changes: such a sequence co tains at least one regular level
between any two critical ones. Two consecutive diagrams in the sequence differ in one of
the following ways:
• they are isotopic, so that there is no critical level in between,
• one diagram is obtained form the other by a saddle move ; this corresponds to
a merge or a split,
• a one circle component appear (for a birth) or disappear (fora death).
We can add additional information to encode orientations ofthe critical points: an oriented
chord for a saddle move, ora/c for a death oriented anti- or clockwise. We provide below one
example.
= a (3.17)
Movie presentations are a good way to visualize cobordisms.However, if a cobordism
(W,τ) has only saddle points, a more compact description is given by its surgery diagram:
a collection of circle with enumerated oriented chords betwe n them. The circles illustrate
the input of the cobordismW, whereas the chords represent 1-handles in the handle decom-
position ofW with respect to the chronologyτ. Performing surgeries along the chords in
the specified order results in a movie presentation ofW. However, we can get more: a diagram
with two chords encodes two chronological cobordisms, depending on the order of the chords,
and a change that permutes the two points, see Fig.3.7.
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Proposition 3.2.12.Changes of chronologies are generated under compositions and disjoint
union by the following:
1) creationandannihilationchanges
(3.18)
in which the orientations of deaths are determined by the monotonicity condition for
d3τ at an A2 singularity (take the arrow at the saddle and rotate it towards the vertical
cylinder),
































4) theexceptional permutationchanges, represented by the following movies
and (3.21)
to which we refer respectively as a×-change and a♦-change, because of the shapes of
cobordisms involved.
Proof. According to Cerf theory there are two types of changes:
• those generated byA2-singularies, i.e. creation and annihilation changes, and
• those induced by homotopiesHt, such thatHt0 has two critical points at one level for
somet0.
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In the latter case, we refer to the critical level ofHt0 as thesingular sectionof Ht . Consider its
components carrying the critical points—it is a four-valent graphΓH . Consider the connectivity
of the graph3: the homotopyH represents a disjoint union permutation ifΓH has two compo-
nents, a connected sum permutation ifΓH is 2-connected, or one of the exceptional changes if
ΓH is 4-connected.
Remark 3.2.13.There are two versions of the×-change: its surgery diagram
consists of two circles and two chords between them, which can either point
to the same or to different circles. The two changes encodes by such diagrams
are not equivalent, and up to a diffeomorphism each of them isits own inverse.
On the other hand, reversing one chord in a surgery diagram ofa♦-change results in the in-
verse change. Indeed, the only topological information we have is the order of chords induced
by the arc connecting their heads (there is a natural orientat o of the circle in the surgery di-
agram induced from the orientation of the underlying cobordism). This order may or may not
coincide with the order of critical points, induced by the initial chronology, and the two cases
lead to inverse permutation changes.
We shall now proceed to a description ofrelationsbetween the generators of the set of
2-morphisms. These are given by homotopies of paths in the space of Igusa functions listed in
Section3.1. As before, not all of them can be easily drawn, especially the homotopies relating
the two ways of switching levels of three critical points. Weshall encode them with three-
chord surgery diagrams—such a diagram represent six cobordisms, depending on the order
of critical points, call thema, b, c, and six permutation changes between these cobordisms





3 A graphΓ is n-connected if at leastn edges must be removed to split it into two components.
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The notationW(x<y<z) is used for the cobordisms with the pointx at the lowest critical level,
y in the middle, andz at the highest one. The relation imposed by the homotopy makes this
hexagon commute.
Proposition 3.2.14.The following is the complete set of relations among the generati g changes
of chronologies listed in Proposition3.2.12:
1) the squares below commute for any cobordisms W, W′, W′′, and a 2-morphismα:
W W′ W W′′







W W′ W W′′








2) hexagons encoded by the following surgery diagrams commute:
(3.24)
(3.25)
where the crossings in the last two diagrams are the artifacts of projecting the diagrams
to the plane (singular levels of the corresponding homotopies are not planar).
Proof. We shall analyze the three groups of homotopies from Section3.1on page24.
Group I: two changes occur simultaneously at different levels (3.3). This is the exchange law
for 2-morphisms, so that this group does not introduce new relations.
Group II: nontransverse changes(3.4). These imply a change followed by its inverse is equiv-
alent to the trivial one. Again, no interesting relations.
Group III: several critical points at the same level(3.5). This group introduces interesting re-
lations between generating 2-morphisms. A homotopyHs,t from this group admits asingular
level: the critical level of someHs0,t0 containing all the critical points (either three Morse singu-
larities, or one Morse and one birth-death point). Denote byΓH the components of the singular
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level carrying the singularities; it is a graph with two types of vertices: 4-valent ones for Morse
singularies, and 2-valent to birth-death singularities.
If the graphΓH is disconnected, it must have a component with a single 4-valent vertex.
In such a case the homotopyH makes the left square in (3.23) commute, where the cobor-
dismW contains the component ofΓH with a single 4-vertex, andα is a change encoded by
the other components (a creation or annihilation if the compnent contains one 2-valent vertex,
or a permutation otherwise).
If ΓH is 2-connected, break its two edges to obtain two components. The reverse operation
is the connected sum—this shows a homotopy with such a graph makes the right square in
(3.23) commute.
b b b
Finally, ΓH can be 4-connected, which requires three 4-valent vertices.
There is only one such graph, shown to the right. Take a look ona regular
level of Hs0,t0 just below the singular one—it is a collection of circles obtained fromΓH by
replacing a neighborhood of each vertex with two arcs. Join the arcs with a chord to obtain
a three-chord surgery diagram forH. All such diagrams are listed in lines (3.24) and (3.25).












for any cobordism W, not necessarily connected, and likewise for a split and a death.
Proof. Choose a creation change asα in the right squares in (3.23). Going around the square
results in (3.26).
3.2.3 Cobordisms embedded inR2× I
In the view of the construction of odd Khovanov homology it isunfortunate to have only one
♦-change up to inverse. One solution to this issue is to use cobordisms embedded inR2× I .
Definition 3.2.16. Define the 2-categoryChCobe as follows.
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1) Objects are families of disjoint circles in a planeR2.
2) A morphism is a compact surfaceW ⊂ R2× I , such that the restrictionpr|W of the pro-
jection pr : R2× I I to W is a separative Morse function. We call it achronology
onW and, as before, we orient critical points ofpr|W. Moreover, we assume thatW is
transverse toR2×∂ I and that∂W consists of two parts: the inputW∩ (R2×{0}) and
the outputW∩ (R2×{1}) of W.
3) Finally, a 2-morphism is anadmissiblediffeotopy ϕ : (R2× I)× I R2× I , i.e. one
that fixes boundary points, has compact support, and at everymomentt ∈ I the restriction
pr|ϕt(W) is an Igusa function.
We callChCobe the 2-category ofembedded chronological cobordisms.
Remark 3.2.17.We shall refer to orientations of deaths asclockwiseor anticlockwiseby com-
paring them with the standard orientation ofR2×{t} ⊂ R2× I .
We shall identify cobordisms related by diffeotopiesϕt for which pr|ϕt(W) is separative
Morse at every momentt ∈ I . In particular, this holds for the following families of deforma-
tions:
• level-preservingdiffeotopies:pr ◦ϕt = pr for everyt ∈ I ,
• verticaldiffeotopies:ϕt(p,z) = (p,ht(z)) for some diffeotopyht of the intervalI .
Another important family consists of locally vertical diffeotopies—they are vertical only over
a collection of disks, while constant beyond them.
Definition 3.2.18. Choose a family of disjoint unnested vertical tubesC1, . . . ,Cr in R2× I
and an embedded chronological cobordismW that is vertical in their annular neighborhoods.
A diffeotopyϕt is locally verticalif it is vertical inside each tubeCi , but fixes all points outside
them, except the small annular neighborhoods, in which we interpolate the two behaviors.
The requirement thatW intersects eachCi in vertical lines implies thatϕt cannot create
critical points. Moreover, each interpolation(1− t)ϕ1+ t id induces a chronology onW, so that
locally vertical diffeotopies can be ‘straightened up’ (compare this with Theorem3.1.3).
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Proposition 3.2.19.Let ϕt and ϕ ′t be diffeotopies locally vertical with respect to the same
family of tubes. Ifϕ1 = ϕ ′1, then they are homotopic in the space of admissible diffeotopies.
In particular, a locally vertical diffeotopyϕt satisfyingϕ1 = id is trivial.
Proof. Take a linear homotopyht,s := sϕt + (1− s)ϕ ′t . Because bothϕt and ϕ ′t are locally
vertical, eachht,s is a diffeomorphism ofR2× I such that the restriction topr|ht,s(W) is a Morse
function.
Given embedded cobordismsW andW′ we define the ‘left-then-right’ and ‘right-then-left’
disjoint unions W W′ andW W′ by placing the cobordisms next to each other and pushing
the critical points ofW below or above those ofW′ respectively. The disjoint union permutation
σW,W′ : W W′ W W′ is realized as a locally vertical diffeotopy, so that it equips with
a structure of a cubical functor.
Corollary 3.2.20. ChCobe is a Gray monoidal category, with a monoidal structure givenby
the right disjoint union
Remark 3.2.21.This monoidal structure is strictly braided (see Definition2.2.7) with a braid-
ing induced by twists and . We will not use this fact in our paper.
The connected sumW W′ is formed fromW W′ by performing a surgery along a ver-
tical curtain inR2× I with one edge onW and the other onW′. Again, there is some choice
involved, and to make it a well defined operation one has to decrate objects and morphisms of
ChCobe with additional data, such as embedded arcs originating at the circles that go towards
infinity.
The 2-categoryChCobe has a much richer structure than the one of abstract
cobordisms. For instance, there are two kinds of merges, depending whether the in-
put circles are nested or not, and likewise for splits. We shall usually ignore this
additional structure except one case: we split♦-changes into two groups using
the intersection number of the two arrows in their surgery description (the two-arrow diagrams).
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In other words, rotate the diagram to make the inner arrow points upwards, and check the di-
rection of the outer one—it points either to the left or to theright as shown in the diagrams to
the right, and the two changes encoded by the diagrams are notequivalent.
3.3 Chronological TQFTs
As shown in Example2.2.2, the categoryModR of G-gradedR-modules admits a 2-categorical
structure with 2-morphisms given by scaling. We define achronological TQFTas a strict
2-functorF : nChCob ModR that intertwines the disjoint union with the graded tensor
product. In particular,F assigns invertible elements fromR to changes of chronologies, and
it is worth examining this assignment separately. In this section we construct alinearization
RChCobe of the 2-category of two-dimensional embedded chronological cobordisms. It is
an ordinary category, which allows us to consider the chronological TQFTs as ordinary functors
F : RChCobe ModR.
3.3.1 Linearization of cobordisms
Choose a functionι : 2Mor(ChCobe) R, whereR is a commutative ring, that is multi-
plicative with respect to both compositions of 2-morphismsand define a categoryRChCobeι as
follows:
1) the set of objects is not changed and it consists of families of circles in the planeR2, and
2) morphisms are finite linear combinations of chronological cobordismsr1W1+ . . .+ rkWk
with r i ∈ R, modulochronological relations W′ = ι(ϕ)W, one per every 2-morphism
ϕ : W W′.
We extend the composition of cobordisms to formal sums in a liear way. The functionι can
be considered as a part of a 2-functorChCobe RChCobeι , where 2-morphisms in the target
category are scalings by elements of the ringR. We want this functor to be ‘faithful enough’ to
support the construction of odd Khovanov homology. We startwith a few observations.
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Lemma 3.3.1.For any functionι as above there is another one,ι̂, which assigns1 to creations
and annihilations, such that the linearizations RChCobeι and RChCob
e
ι̂ are isomorphic.
Proof. Each of the three creations (3.18) involve different generators. Hence, we can force
the coefficients associated to them to be 1 by scaling births and deaths accordingly.
Lemma 3.3.2.We haveι(σ⊔W,W′) = ι(σ
#
W,W′), whenever each of W and W
′ is a merge of a split.
Proof. It follows from the right square in (3.23) for the cobordismW and the connected sum













so that the middle terms must be equal.
As a result, we have to specifyι only for disconnected union permutations and exceptional
changes. Instead of finding the most general formula, and keeping in mind we want to regard
embedded cobordisms as close to the abstract ones as possible, we shall defineι(σ⊔W,W′) using
the following bidegreedegW ∈ Z×Z, which counts critical points of the cobordismW as
follows:
degW := (#births−#merges,#deaths−#splits). (3.28)
The following result shows a connection between this bidegre with other topological proper-
ties of a cobordism.
Lemma 3.3.3.Given a chronological cobordism W of degreed gW = (a,b) with n inputs and
m outputs, a+b= χ(W) and a+n= b+m.
Proof. Straightforward, by checking for generating cobordisms (3.16).
It follows the bidegree is preserved by changes of chronologies, so thatRChCobe is a graded
category (after introducing formal degree shifts as in Remark 2.1.4). Our choice ofι is deter-












Table 3.1: Surgery diagrams of homotopies relating permutation changes. The numbers
below each diagram count how many times various permutations occur: ×-changes
with parallel or opposite arrows (the first group),♦-changes with outer arrows oriented
to the left or to the right (the second group) and the other changes grouped by the value
of ι (respectivelyX, Y andZ). Different sequences correspond to different orientations
of chords.
Proposition 3.3.4.Choose invertible elements X,Y,Z ∈ R such that X2 =Y2 = 1 and defineι
on generating changes of chronologies by the following rules:
1) creations and annihilations are sent to equalities,
2) the coefficient associated to a disjoint union and connected sum permutation involving
critical points of degrees(a,b) and(c,d) is given byλ (a,b,c,d) = XacYbdZad−bc,
3) a×-change is sent to Y , if the arrows point to the same circle, and to X otherwise, and
4) a ♦-change with a diagram in which the inner arrow is oriented upwards is sent to
1 or XY depending on whether the outer arrow is oriented to the left or to the right
respectively.
Thenι : 2Mor(ChCobe) R is a well-defined multiplicative function.
Proof. First, coherence ofι with the interchange law for 2-morphisms (2.22) follows from
commutativity ofR. Next, ι(α)ι(α−1) = 1 for every elementary changeα: this is trivial for
creations and annihilations, and follows easily for disjoint union and connected sum permuta-
tions from the wayλ is defined. Ifα is an exceptional permutations,ι(α−1) = ι(α) is a square
root of 1.
The relations (3.26) and (3.23) follows the wayλ is defined—it is a group homomorphism
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in each variable. Finally, it remains to check the relationsgiven by the four planar diagrams
in (3.24). For that see Tab.3.1: the numbers below each diagram indicate how many times
a particular elementary change occurs when we go around the hexagon (3.22). In each case,
the product of values ofι is equal to 1.
Corollary 3.3.5. A choice of parameters X, YZ ∈R as above is equivalent to specifying a ring
homomorphismk R, wherek=Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2=Y2 = 1). Hence, there is a base change
isomorphism RChCobe∼= R⊗kChCobe implyingkChCobe is the universal linearization of
ChCobe with respect to the functionι defined as in the proposition above.
W
W′ birth merge split death
birth X X Z−1 Z
merge X X Z Z−1
split Z Z−1 Y Y
death Z−1 Z Y Y
We gathered the values ofι or disjoint union and
connected sum permutations in the table to the right,
as we shall often use them. For instance, we have
X = , Z = .
Corollary 3.3.6. The following rules for reversing orientations hold:
= X , =Y , =Y . (3.29)
Proof. The last rule follows from the following change
(3.30)
and the first one from
(3.31)
Reversing an orientation of a split is done in a similar way.
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Remark 3.3.7. We shall usually omit the subscript, writingRChCobe for the linearized cate-
gory. If the choice ofι is important, we shall writeRChCobeabc for the quotient by chronolog-
ical relations with parametersX, Y, andZ set toa, b, andc accordingly.
Choose a change of a chronologyϕ : W W′ that is not a♦-change. Despiteϕ be-
ing a diffeotopy of the ambient space, the valueι(ϕ) depends only the restriction ofϕ to
the cobordismW, which is a change of a chronology in the abstract sense. Evenmore, given
a diffeomorphic cobordism̃W≈W and a corresponding changeϕ̃ onW̃, ι(ϕ̃) = ι(ϕ).
♦-changes do not introduce essential relations inRChCobe—they force a merge followed
by a split to be annihilated by(1−XY), a relation that is a consequence of the others, see Corol-
lary 3.3.6. Hence, we can safely forget the ambient space and identify diffeomorphic cobor-
disms, obtaining another category, which we shall denote byRChCob. Formally, morphisms
of RChCob areR-linear combinations of diffeomorphism classes of chronolgical cobordisms
modulo the relations induced byι: we setW′ = ι(ϕ)W for any embedding ofW andW′ into
R
2× I and a diffeotopyϕ : W W′.
Remark 3.3.8.One should not confuseRChCob with a linearization of 2ChCob—in the latter
one must haveX =Y not only because there is only one type, up to inverse, of a♦-change, but
this equality is also imposed by the additional relations coming from the non-planar diagrams
(3.25). This is a reason why it is so difficult to extend the definition of odd Khovanov homology
to virtual links, even if we restrict to those on orientable surfaces: the non-planar diagrams
(3.25) encodes the cube of resolutions for the virtual Borromean rings, which are realized on
a torus.
Because we identify inRChCob diffeomorphic cobordisms, there exists cobordismsW
such thatW = rW for somer ∈R. Indeed, it is enough to find a nontrivial change of a chronol-
ogy between cobordisms that are diffeomorphic, such as permuting two spheres:
(3.32)
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Another example is a twice punctured torus—reverse orientatio s of both saddle points and
then rotate the cobordism. We proof below that nothing more can happen inkChCob.
Theorem 3.3.9.Let k= Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 =Y2 = 1) and choose an embedded chronological





{1}, if W has genus0 and at most one closed component,
{1,XY}, otherwise.
(3.33)
Notice that elements of Aut(W) are invertible, since they are products of values ofι. A proof
of this theorem is postponed to the end of this chapter.
3.3.2 Chronological Frobenius algebras
A chronological TQFTF : kChCob ModR is determined by the pair(F ( /0),F ( )) of
two rings. With an analogy to ordinary TQFTs, we call this pair a chronological Frobenius
system.
Definition 3.3.10. A chronological Frobenius systemin the categoryModR with a symmetric
G-graded tensor product of typeλ is a pair(S,A) of two R-modules such thatSis a graded ring
andA a symmetricS-bimodule, together with four homogeneous operations, a unit η : S A,
a counitε : A S, a multiplicationµ : A⊗SA A, and a comultiplication∆ : A A⊗SA,
subject to the following conditions:
µ ◦ (µ⊗ id) = λ (degµ,degµ)µ ◦ (id⊗µ), (3.34)
(∆⊗ id)◦∆ = λ (deg∆,deg∆)(id⊗∆)◦∆, (3.35)
µ ◦ (η⊗ id) = id, (ε⊗ id)◦∆ = id, (3.36)
µ ◦σ = λ (degµ,degµ)µ, σ ◦∆ = λ (deg∆,deg∆)∆, (3.37)
(µ⊗ id)◦ (id⊗∆) = λ (degµ,deg∆)∆◦µ = (id⊗µ)◦ (∆⊗ id). (3.38)
We callA achronological Frobenius algebraoverS.
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Example 3.3.11.The caseG = {1} and R = Z with X = Y = Z = 1 recovers the usual
notion of a Frobenius algebra. For instance, the Khovanov’sFrobenius algebra is the ring







Example 3.3.12.The choiceX = Z= 1 andY =−1 leads to superalgebras:Z2-graded abelian
groups with the exterior product, i.e.λ (a,b) = (−1)ab. For instance, in the ORS algebra
[ORS13] A=
∧
[a] is the exterior algebra on one generator in degree 1∈ Z2; the tensor power
A∧s∼=∧[a1, . . . ,as] hassgenerators, each in degree 1∈Z2. The product is induced by the quo-
tient mapA∧2 A∧2/(a1−a2)∼= A, whereas the coproductA∼= A∧2/(a1−a2) A∧2 sends
[w] into (a1−a2)∧w. In the tensor notation∆(1) = a⊗1−1⊗a and∆(a) = a⊗a.
Example 3.3.13.The above examples can be generalized as follows. Take the ring k :=
Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 =Y2 = 1) as coefficients,Z×Z as the grading group, and the graded tensor
product given byλ (a,b,c,d) = XacYbdZad−bc. The algebraA is freely generated byv+ andv−
in degrees(1,0) and(0,−1) respectively, and the operations are defines as follows
µ : A⊗A A,
{
v+⊗v+ v+, v−⊗v+ XZv−,
v+⊗v− v−, v−⊗v− 0,
(3.40)





η : R A,
{
1 v+, (3.42)





Denote byZev the ring of integers with the trivialk-module structure, i.e. the generatorsX,
Y, andZ act onZ as the identity, andZodd the case whereY acts as−1. Then(Zev,A⊗Zev)
is the Khovanov’s Frobenius system, whereas(Zodd,A⊗Zodd) is the ORS superalgebra from
Example3.3.12.
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The conditions for a chronological Frobenius algebra reflect the chronological relations:
(3.34), (3.35) and (3.38) are like the connected sum permutations changes, (3.36) mimics
the creation and the annihilation changes, whereas (3.37) is the orientation reversion. There-
fore, this is not a surprise that they give chronological TQFfunctors.
Proposition 3.3.14.Choose a chronological Frobenius system(S,A) in the category of G-
graded modulesModR of typeλG. Then there is a group homomorphismψ : Z×Z G,
ak-algebra structure on R, and ak-linear functorFA : kChCob ModR that sends a family
























ε : A S
)
. (3.45)
This functor is graded in the sense thatdegF (W) = ψ(degW) for a cobordism W.
Proof. The condition degF (W) = ψ(degW) requiresψ(1,0) = degη andψ(0,1) = degε,
while the ring homomorphismk R is determined byλG as below:
X λG(degµ,degµ), Y λG(deg∆,deg∆), Z λG(degµ,deg∆).
It remains to check thatFA preserves the chronological relations. Most cases follow fr m (2.1)
and conditions (3.34)–(3.38), with the exception of×- and♦-changes. The former follows
from (3.37), as an×-change adds a twist on one side of the cobordism. In the latter both
cobordisms are equivalent, so it is enough to show that 1−XY annihilatesµ ◦∆. This follows
from (3.37): µ ◦∆ = XY(µ ◦σ)◦ (σ ◦∆) = XYµ ◦σ2◦∆ = XYµ ◦∆.
We shall end this chapter with a proof of the nondegeneracy result for chronological cobor-
disms. For that we define a universal rank 2 Frobenus system, with scalars in aZ×Z-graded
commutative ring
RU :=







where dega = dege= (0,0), degc = degf = (1,1), degh = (−1,−1) and degt = (−2,−2).
The elementXY− 1 annihilates not only polynomials inh and t, but alsoc2 and f 2 due to
the graded commutativity, see Definition2.1.3. Consider a rank two chronological Frobenius
agebraAU overRU with the following operations:
{
µ(v+⊗v+)= v+, µ(v−⊗v+)= XZv−,
µ(v+⊗v−)= v−, µ(v−⊗v−)= hv−+ tv+,
(3.47)
{
∆(v+) = ( f t−YZ−1eh)v+⊗v++e(v−⊗v++YZv+⊗v−)+Z2 f v−⊗v−,
∆(v−) = Z−2etv+⊗v++ f t(YZ−1v−⊗v++v+⊗v−)+(e+ f h)v−⊗v−,
(3.48)
{





It is a graded version of the system(R4,A4) in [Kh04] and it has the same universality property.
The following proposition is proven in the same way as Proposition 4 in [Kh04].
Proposition 3.3.15.Let(R′,A′) be a homogeneous chronological Frobenius system inModk of
rank two. Then there is a unique graded ring homomorphism RU R′ such that A′∼=A⊗RU R′.
We are now ready to prove the nondegeneracy result forkChCob.
Proof of Theorem3.3.9. Given a chronological cobordismW we want to compute the group
Aut(W) := {k∈ k | kW=W}; its elements are invertible, as they are products of valuesof ι.
We shall first show that Aut(W) is a subgroup of{1,XY}. For that take a graded ring
R1 = RU/(X−Y,a,e,h) = Z[X,Z±1,c, f , t]/(X2 = XZc f t= 1), and consider a chronological
Frobenius system(R1,A1) with A1 = AU ⊗R1. It has the following operations:
{
µ(v+⊗v+)= v+, µ(v−⊗v+)= XZv−,
µ(v+⊗v−)= v−, µ(v−⊗v−)= tv+,
{
η(1) = v+, (3.51)
{
∆(v+) = f tv+⊗v++Z2 f v−⊗v−,






In particular,µ(∆(v+)) = (1+Z2) f tv+. Sincec, f , andt are invertible and polynomials inZ
are not zero divisors, it followsF1(W) is not a zero divisor for any closed surfaceW. This
implies Aut(W) is a subgroup of{1,XY}. If ∂W 6= /0, create a closed surfacêW by capping its
boundary components with births and deaths. Then Aut(W) ⊂ Aut(Ŵ), as every 2-morphism
ϕ : W W in ChCobe extends tôW in a way that preserves the value ofι (juxtaposeϕ with
the identity 2-morphisms on the caps).
Now assumeW is a surface of genus 0 with at most one closed component. Choose
the graded ringR2 := RU/(c2,a−1,e−1,h) ∼= k[c, t]/(c2,(XY−1)t) and consider a chrono-
logical Frobenius system(R2,A2) with A2 = AU ⊗R2. In particular, the unit and counit are
given by formulas
η(1) = v+, ε(v+) = c, ε(v−) = 1, (3.53)
and a sphere is evaluated toc. CreateŴ by capping some inputs and outputs ofW so that, up to
a change of a chronology,̂W is a disjoint union of caps and at most one spherical component.
The homomorphismF2(Ŵ) : A⊗k A⊗ℓ takes(v−)⊗k to (v+)⊗ℓ or c(v+)⊗ℓ, perhaps multi-
plied by a monomial inX, Y andZ. Since none ofr ∈ k annihilatesc, (1− r)W = 0 implies
r = 1, which shows the group Aut(Ŵ) is trivial.
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Chapter 4
The generalized Khovanov complex
4.1 The construction of the Khovanov complex
We shall now give a detailed construction of the generalizedKhovanov complex. For this
section fix a link diagramD with n crossings, among which there aren+ positive andn−
negative ones. We need to make a few choices: enumerate the crossings, and choose for each
an arrow connecting the two arcs in the horizontal resolution, i.e. or . Fig. 4.1 visualizes
this construction for the trefoil knot.
4.1.1 The graded cube of resolutions
Most of the picture in Fig.4.1 is occupied by resolutions of the trefoil diagram placed at ver-
tices of a three-dimensional cube. For a general link diagram D with n crossings, take an-
dimensional cube and at each vertexξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξn), ξi ∈ {0,1}, place the diagramDξ ob-
tained fromD by replacing eachi-th crossing with its horizontal , if ξi = 0, or vertical ,
if ξi = 1, resolution.
Edges are encoded by sequencesζ = (ζ1, . . . ,ζn) with exactly oneζi being a star∗. The star
indicates direction of the edge: replacing it with 0 or 1 results in the source or the target vertex



































Figure 4.1: The Khovanov bracket for the trefoil.
of the i-th crossing. The edgeζ is decorated with a unique cobordismDζ ⊂ R2× I that has
only one critical point—a cylinder(D−U)× I with a saddle inserted overU . The small
arrow over the crossing determines anorientationof the saddle point, so that we think ofDζ
as a chronological cobordism. In Fig.4 1 the cobordisms are represented by theirsu gery
diagrams, see Section3.2.2. A 3D picture of the cobordism decorating the edgeζ = (0,∗,0)
is given in the left-bottom corner.
The above describe a diagramI (D) in the 2-categoryChCobe: vertices are 1-manifolds
(resolutions of the diagramD), edges are chronological cobordisms between these manifolds
and faces are decorated with changes of chronologies. This diagram commutes in the 2-
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This follows from Proposition3.2.19, as the two changes are locally vertical with respect to
small tubes around the crossings ofD. It follows that all cobordisms encoded by paths from
the initial vertex to a given vertexξ have the same number of merges and splits.
Lemma 4.1.1.Denote byℓξ the number of circles in the vertexξ of Igr(D). Then any cobor-
disms encoded by a directed path from the initial vertex toξ has exactly12(‖ξ‖+ ℓ0− ℓξ )
merges and12(‖ξ‖− ℓ0+ ℓξ ) splits, where‖ξ‖ := ξ1+ · · ·+ξn is theweightof the vertexξ .
Proof. The numbersℓ0 andℓξ count respectively the circles in the input and output of thecobor-
dism encoded by a directed path from the initial vertex toξ . Since‖ξ‖ counts both merges and
splits, the thesis follows from Lemma3.3.3.








According to the lemma above, the edges ofIgr(D) are decorated with graded morphisms.







depends only on the vertexξ . However,‖ξ‖±ℓξ might not be even, in which case the quotients
are not integer numbers. In the view of the formulaλ (a,b,c,d) = XacYbdZad−bc introducing
degree shifts by half-integers requires a choice of 4th roots of parametersX, Y, andZ, so that
we want to apply only integral degree shifts integral as longas there are morphisms that are not
graded. In particular, we are interested in Lemma2.1.7, in which case we want the degree shift
of the objectX be integral if degf is nontrivial.
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4.1.2 Sign assignments
Choose a commutative ringR and apply the functionι : 2Mor(ChCobe) R from Sec-
tion 3.3.1 to faces of the cubeIgr(D); the faces are now decorated with elements fromR
according to Tab.4.1. They define a 2-cochainψ ∈ C2(In;U(R)), whereU(R) is the group
of invertible elements inR. Here one must be careful with the two cases in the group under































We sayε ∈C1(In;U(R)) is asign assignmentif dε = −ψ. This means the corrected cube
I εgr(D) anticommutes, whereI
ε
gr(D) has the same vertices asIgr(D), but an edgeζ is deco-
rated withI εgr(D)ζ := ε(ζ ) ·I (D)ζ . The existence of such a cochain follows easily.
Lemma 4.1.3.The cochainψ is a cocycle. Hence,−ψ = dε for some sign assignmentε.
Proof. The 2-commutativity of faces (4.1) of any 3-dimensional subcube inIgr(D) implies
thatd(−ψ) = dψ = 1. The existence ofε follows from the contractibility ofIn.
A sign assignment for a given cube is unique up to an isomorphism, where an isomor-
phisms of cubesη : I I ′ is a collection of invertible morphismsηξ : Iξ I ′ξ such













for every edgeζ : ξ ξ ′.
Lemma 4.1.4.Let ε andε ′ be two sign assignments forIgr(D). Then the cubesI εgr(D) and
I ε
′









Table 4.1: Diagrams for faces that can appear in a cube of resolutions, grouped by
values of the commutativity cochainψ . All coefficients live in a commutative ringR,
they are invertible, andX2 =Y2 = 1. Thin lines are the input circles and thick arrows
visualize saddle points. Orientations of the arrows are omitted f ψ does not depend on
them. The small numbers 1 and 2 in the two configurations placed under the letterZ
indicate an initial order of critical points, see (4.3). For the opposite one, takeZ−1.
Proof. The equalitydε =−ψ = dε ′ and contractibility ofIn implies thatε ′ = dη · ε for some
0-cochainη ∈ C0(In;U(R)). The family of morphismsfξ := η(ξ ) · id form then a desired
isomorphismf : I εgr(D) I
ε ′
gr (D).
Finally, the isomorphism class of the cubeI εgr(D) is independent of the direction of arrows
at crossings ofD—their only role is to keep a coherent choice of framing alongthe whole cube.
Lemma 4.1.5.Let D1,D2 be diagrams of a link L with n crossings, which differ only in drec-
tions of arrows over crossings. Then for any sign assignmentε1 for Igr(D1) there exists a sign
assignmentε2 for Igr(D2) such thatI ε1gr (D1) = I ε2gr (D2).
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assumeD1 andD2 differ only in the direction of
the arrow at thei-th crossing. Reversing the arrow changes orientation of critical points of
cobordisms at edgesζ with ζi = ∗. Let ψi be the commutativity cocycle of the cubeIgr(Di).





ε1(ζ ), if ζi 6= ∗,
Xε1(ζ ), if ζi = ∗ andDζ is a merge,
Yε1(ζ ), if ζi = ∗ andDζ is a split.
(4.5)
A direct computation showsdε2 =−ψ2. Hence,ε2 is the desired sign assignment for the cube
Igr(D2).
There is one additional choice we made: we can exchange the valu s of ι on ♦-changes
and still have a well-defined linearizationRChCob. The new commutativity cocycleψ has
the same values asψ, except that
ψ
( )
= XY and ψ
( )
= 1. (4.6)
We shall now prove that the corrected cube of resolutions doen t depend on which commu-
tativity cocycle we choose. Unfortunately, there is a gap inthe original proof from [ORS13],
noticed by Cotton Seed: given a sign assignmentε with dε = ψ the authors of [ORS13] con-
structedε with dε = ψ , but an isomorphism of cubesI ε(D) ∼= I ε(D) is missing. We found
such an isoromorphism only when the cubeI εgr(D) is regarded as a diagram inRChCob,
1
which is enough for the odd theory, but leaves the case of nested theories open.
Lemma 4.1.6.Given a link diagram D choose sign assignmentsε andε for the cubeIgr(D)
with respect to the cocyclesψ and ψ respectively. Then there is an isomorphism of cubes
I εgr(D)∼= I εgr(D), regarded as diagrams in RChCob.
1 This step requires us to enumerate circles in each resolution, s nce the disjoint union inRChCob is not
strictly symmetric. The cube, however, is independent of these choices: different orders of circles are related by
canonical isomorphisms, which in turn induce an isomorphism of cubes.
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Proof. Instead of constructingε we shall alter the diagramD into D′, so thatδε = ψ for D′.
Color the diagramD black and white in a checkerboard fashion. Given a set of arrows orienting
crossings, reverse every arrow between white regions:
(4.7)
to obtain a new decorated diagramD′. This operation preserves all the diagrams from Tab.4.1,
except the two shown in (4.6), which are exchanged. Hence,δε := ε for D′. We construct
an isomorphisms: I εgr(D) ∼= I εgr(D′) as follows. The coloring ofD induces a coloring of its
resolutionsDξ such that every circle is a boundary of a unique black region.Take the boundary
circles of a black region and apply a half-twist to them; the componentsξ : Dξ D
′
ξ is
a composition of such half-twists for all black regions inDξ . It is an isomorphism of cubes,
since what it does is exactly to reverse the arrows connecting white regions.
4.1.3 Direct sums along diagonals and the complex
Motivated by [BN05] we construct the generalized Khovanov bracket in theadditive closure
Mat(RChCob) of the categoryRChCob.
Definition 4.1.7. The additive closureMat(C) of an R-linear categoryC, whereR is a fixed
ring, is defined as follows:
• objects are formal direct sums
n⊕
i=1
Ci of objects fromC,






B j is a matrix
(
Fi j : A j Bi
)
of morphisms fromC,
• the composition of morphismsF ◦G mimics the formula for a product of matrices
(F ◦G)i j := ∑
k
Fik ◦Gk j. (4.8)
This category isR-linear with a natural action ofRand addition defined as addition of matrices:











Figure 4.2: The composition of morphisms in the additive closure of a category.
The component(F ◦G)21 is indicated by solid lines.
We can represent objects of Mat(C) by finite sequences (vectors) of objects inC and mor-
phisms between such sequences by bundles2 (matrices) of morphisms inC, see Fig.4.2. It
means each column in Fig.4.1 forms a single objectCi , as indicated by dotted arrows go-
ing downwards, and all edges between two columns form a single morphismd : Ci Ci+1.
Because every square inI εgr(D) anticommutes,d
2 = 0.










, dε |Dξ := ∑
ζ : ξ→ξ ′
ε(ζ ) ·Dζ , (4.9)
whereℓξ is the number of circles in the resolutionDξ , ‖ξ‖ := ξ1+ . . .+ ξn, andε is a sign
assignment for the cubeIgr(D). Thegeneralized Khovanov complex Kh(D) is obtained from








Proposition 4.1.9. The isomorphism class of the Khovanov bracketJDKε depends only on
the link diagram D.
Proof. Changing the order of crossings results in a different parametrization of the cubeIgr(D),
but the chain objectsJDKiε are preserved and likewise for the differential. Independence of
the other choices follows from Lemmas4.1.5and4.1.4, as an isomorphism of anticommuta-
tive cubes descends to an isomorphism of complexes.
2 In the colloquial sense, not the mathematical one.
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The additional degree shift forKhi(D) is not a pair of integers in general. Unfortunately,
this cannot be fixed—we shall see later that these degree shifts are forced by Reidemeister
moves. However, all differential in the generalized Khovanov bracket are already graded, and
there is no need for roots ofX, Y, or Z, see Remark4.1.2. However, one must be careful with
various constructions on the chain complex such as tensor product—because of that we shall
first define them for the bracket, in case some new coefficientsappear.
4.1.4 The statement of invariance
The Khovanov complexKh(D) is not a link invariant. For example, it depends on the number
of crossings in a chosen diagram. This dependence disappears afte passing to the homotopy




TheS relation replaces with 0 all cobordisms that have a sphere asa con-




The T relation allows us to remove a standard torus component
at a cost of multiplying the cobordism withZ(X +Y). Here,
the standard torus is defined as a torus with four critical points
and an arrow at the merge pointing to the circle originating othe left hand side of
the split. The death is oriented clockwise.
(4Tu)
Z +Z = X +Y
The four tube relation4Tu involves four
cobordisms from two circles to two cir-
cles. Each of them consists of a tube and two cups, but the position of the tube is different
in each picture: for the first two cobordisms the tube is a vertical cylinder over one of
the two circles, while in the remaining two cases it connectsither the input or the output
circles. Notice the choice of framing for saddle points and heig ts of caps (the left caps
are smaller than the right ones). Again, all deaths are oriented clockwise.
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The relations above, especiallyT and4Tu, are local. This means all other critical points can
appear only above or below the pictures shown.3 All relations are homogeneous—the degree
of the standard torus is zero, whereas each cobordism involved in4Tuhas degree(−1,−1)—so
that they are coherent with changes of chronologies. LetRChCob/ℓ be the quotient ofRChCob
by these relations.
Theorem 4.1.10.Given a link L with a diagram D, the homotopy type of the generalized Kho-
vanov complex Kh(D), regarded as a complex in RChCob/ℓ, is an invariant of L, i.e. complexes
for two link diagrams related by any of the Reidemeister moves ar chain homotopy equivalent.
A proof of this theorem is postponed to the end of this section, after we explore certain
properties of the complex.
4.2 Basic properties
We shall now explore how the Khovanov complex behaves under basic operations on links
such as disjoint unions, connected sums, reversing orientat o of its components or taking
the mirror image. This behavior mimics the corresponding prope ties of the Jones polynomial
and the Kauffman bracket.
4.2.1 Skein exact sequences
Choose a crossing in a link diagramD, and construct diagramsDh andDv by replacing the cross-
ing with its horizontal and vertical resolutions; we shall denote the diagramD, Dh, andDh by
, , and respectively. Notice that bothIgr( ) andIgr( ) are subcubes ofIgr( ), al-
though we have to shift the degree of the latter by(1,0) or (0,1), depending on the degree of
the cobordisms between the initial states ofand . The remaining edges ofIgr( ) form
a morphism of the cubes, which we shall denote byIgr( ).
3 This is exactly how the right disjoint union of chronological obordisms sum behaves.
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Recall that themapping coneof a chain mapψ : C D is the chain complexC(ψ) with






In caseψ is anantichainmap, i.e.dDψ+ψdC =0, take justdC in the top left corner. The propo-
sition below follows directly from Definition4.1.8and the discussion above.
Proposition 4.2.1. Denote byℓ0(D) be the number of circles in the initial state for the link
diagram D. The generalized Khovanov bracket satisfies the following equalities:
(KB1) J /0K = 0,
(KB2) JL⊔ K = JLK⊔ ,
(KB3a) J K =C(J K : J K J K{1,0}) [1] if ℓ( )> ℓ( ), and
(KB3b) J K =C(J K : J K J K{0,1}) [1] if ℓ( )< ℓ( ),
where the chain morphisms in the last two equalities are induce by cobordisms : .
The notationJLK⊔ in (KB2) is used for the operation of adding a disjoint circle: add
a circle to each link diagram inJLK and a vertical cylinder to each summand of the differential.
(KB3a) and (KB3b) imply existence of an exact sequence that mimics the Jones skein
relation. Say that a sequence. . . Ai Ai+1 Ai+2 . . . in Mat(RChCob) is exact,
if its image under any additive functorF : Mat(RChCob) ModR is exact.
Proposition 4.2.2.Choose four link diagrams, , , and , which differ only locally as visu-
alized. Pick any orientation on the last diagram and set e:=n−( )−n−( ) to be the difference
in the number of negative crossings of the diagrams. Then there ar short exact sequences
0 Kh( ){3e2 +1, 3e2 +1}[e+1] Kh( ) Kh( ){12, 12} 0,
0 Kh( ){−12,−12} Kh( ) Kh( ){3e−12 , 3e−12 }[e−1] 0,
and
0 Kh( )[2]{12, 12} Kh( )[2]{1,1} Kh( ){−1,−1} Kh( ){−12,−12} 0.
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Proof. Assume thatℓ( )> ℓ( ); the other case is proven in the same way. An additive functor
preserves mapping cones, so that the following sequences are ex ct
0 J K[1]{0,1} J K J K 0, (4.11)
0 J K[1]{1,0} J K J K 0. (4.12)
We recover the first two sequences in the thesis by shifting the degrees accordingly. The last
sequence results from combining the other two together.
4.2.2 Reversing orientation of components
The generalized Khovanov complexKh(L) depends on the orientation of components of the link
L in a well-understood way.
Given two linksL, L′ in R3 with diagramsD, D′ we define the linking number lk(L,L′) as
the sum of signs of the crossings involving components of both D andD′. It is well-known that
this number does not depend on the choice of the diagrams.
Proposition 4.2.3.Given an oriented link L denote by−L the same link with reversed orienta-
tion of all its components, and by L′ the link in which the orientation of a single component L0
is reversed. Then
Kh(−L)r ∼= Kh(L)r , (4.13)
Kh(L′)r ∼= Kh(L)r−2ℓ{−3ℓ,−3ℓ}, (4.14)
whereℓ= lk(L−L0,L0).
Proof. For (4.13) it is enough to see that after reversing orientation of all components the signs
of crossings are the same. If we reverse the orientation onlyof one componentL0, then the signs
of the crossings ofL0 with other components are changed. Hence,n+(L′) = n+(L)−2ℓ and










Given a link diagramD we form its mirror imageD! by replacing every crossing with the other
one—think about placing a mirror below the diagram. It follows the cube of resolutions
of D! is a reflection ofI (D): we start in the terminal state ofD,
which is the initial state ofD!, and proceed backwards (see the pic-
ture to the right). Formally the symmetry comes from a duality functor
( )∗ : RChCob RChCob induced by the vertical flip ofR2× I . We
must be careful with defining orientations of critical points inW∗: if p is a critical pints ofW,
its orientation determines an orientation of the stable part of TpW∗. We choose for the unstable
part the complementary orientation with respect to the outward orientation of the cobordism
W. The only exception is a death, as there is only one orientation of births: ifW is a negatively
oriented death, we first rewrite it as a positively oriented dath scaled byY, and then we make
the flip.
The convention for orientation of critical points can be described also diagrammatically
in the following way. Color each region in the complement ofW black or white, so that
the unbounded region is white and regions with same colors donot meet. Then for saddle





















Since we want the duality functor to be coherent with annihilations and creations, there is no
































Flipping a cobordism permutes its degree components, degW∗ = (b,a) if degW = (a,b),
but it also intertwines the two disjoint unions,(W W′)∗=W∗ W′∗. Hence, in the linearized
case, the roles ofX andY are exchanged, but the role ofZ is preserved. Therefore, the flipping
operation is a functor( )∗ : RChCobXYZ RChCobY XZ between two different categories. It
is coherent with all chronological relations, as well as with relationsS, T and4Tu. We extend it
to categories of complexes, by reflecting the homological grding, i.e. we set(C∗)i := (C−i)∗.
Proposition 4.2.4.The generalized Khovanov complexes of a link L and its mirrorimage L! are
dual to each other, i.e. KhXYZ(L!) ∼= KhYXZ(L)∗, where Khabc stands for a Khovanov complex
constructed in the category RChCob/ℓ with chronological parameters X, Y and Z set to a, b
and c respectively.
Proof. Choose a diagram ofL with n enumerated crossings and arrows over them. To obtain
a diagram forL! replace first each crossing with the opposite one , and rotate the arrows
over crossings using the same convention as for( )∗: color regions black and white and ro-
tate an arrow anticlockwise, when it is placed over a white region, and clockwise otherwise.
With this choice of diagramsIgr(L!) = Igr(L)∗, which follows directly from the construction
of the cube of resolutions. Moreover, a sign assignmentε ∈C1(In;U(R)) for I (L) is auto-
matically a sign assignment forI (L)∗. Therefore,(JLKε)∗ = JL!Kε [−n] and the proposition
follows.
4.2.4 Disjoint union and connected sum of links
Given complexesC andC′ in a graded monoidal category, which differentialsd : Ci Ci+1
andd′ : C′i C
′






d|Cp⊗C′q := d⊗ id+(−1)
p id⊗d′. (4.16)
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In case of Khovanov complexes,Khp(D) Khq(D′) is a collection of diagramsDξ ⊔D′ξ ′ with
‖ξ‖= p and‖ξ ′‖= q, which can be seen as resolutions of the disjoint unionD⊔D′. However,
d id and id d do not commute inKh(D⊔D′). The reason they do inKh(D) Kh(D′) is
the way the degree shifts are applied: the objectsDξ{a,b}⊔D′ξ ′{a′,b′} and(Dξ ⊔D′ξ ′){a+
a′,b+b′} are isomorphic but not in a canonical way, see Lemma2.1.7.
Proposition 4.2.5. Given link diagram D and D′ there is an isomorphism of bigraded com-
plexes Kh(D⊔D′)∼= Kh(D) Kh(D′), which is natural with respect to graded morphisms.
Proof. Choose graded cubes of resolutionsI εgr(D) andI
ε ′
gr (D
′) corrected by certain sign as-
signmentsε andε ′. Their tensor product is a commutative cube with vertices isomorphic to
vertices of the cubeIgr(D⊔D′):
(Igr(D) Igr(D
′))(ξ ξ ′) = Dξ{a,b}⊔Dξ ′{a′,b′}
∼= (Dξ ⊔D′ξ ′){a+a′,b+b′}= Igr(D⊔D′)(ξ ξ ′) (4.17)
whereξ ξ ′ is the concatenation of the sequencesξ andξ ′. The isomorphism in the middle
is given by the composition of canonical isomorphismsia+a′,b+b′ ◦ (i−1a,b⊔ i−1a′,b′). It does not
commute with edge-morphisms in the cubes. Following Lemma2.1.7define a sign assignment
ε ε ′ for Igr(D⊔D′) as follows:
• given an edgeζ in Igr(D) and a vertexξ ′ in Igr(D′), set(ε ε ′)(ζ ξ ′) = ε(ζ ), and
• given a vertexξ in Igr(D) with diagramDξ shifted by(a,b) ∈ Z×Z, and an edgeζ ′ in
Igr(D′), set




(−1)‖ξ‖XaZbε ′(ζ ′), if D′ζ ′ is a merge,
(−1)‖ξ‖YbZ−aε ′(ζ ′), if D′ζ ′ is a split.
(4.18)
Thenε ε ′ is a sign assignment forIgr(D⊔D′) and (4.17) is an isomorphism of cubes. In-
deed, ifSis a face spanned by edges ofIgr(D) or Igr(D′), thend(ε ε ′)(S) is equal todε(S)
or dε(S′) respectively, In a mixed case the two-arrow diagram forSis disjoint, andψ(S) agrees
with the coefficient given in Lemma2.1.7.
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The above results in an isomorphismJDKε JD′Kε ′ ∼= JD⊔D′Kε ε ′. Since a global degree
shift does not affect the differential, the thesis follows.
There is a similar formula in case of another operation of links. Theconnected sum D#D′
of two oriented link diagrams with basepointsD andD′ is given by cutting the diagrams at
the basepoints and gluing them in such a way that their orientatio s agree:
D D′ D D′#
This operation depends only on the link components that carry the basepoints. Clearly, res-
olutions ofD#D′ are exactly the connected sums of resolutions ofD andD′: (D#D′)ξξ ′ =
Dξ #Dξ ′ . Since the right connected sumbehaves like the right disjoint union , especially
the Lemma2.1.7holds, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.2.6. Given link diagram D and D′ there is an isomorphism of bigraded com-
plexes Kh(D#D′)∼= Kh(D)#Kh(D′).
Proof. Given graded cubesI εgr(D) andI
ε ′
gr (D
′) we show thatε ε ′, defined as in the proof of
Proposition4.2.5, is a sign assignment for the cubeIgr(D#D′), resulting in an isomorphism
of generalized Khovanov bracketsJDKε JD′Kε ′ ∼= JD#D′Kε ε ′ .
4.3 Invariance
We finish this chapter with a proof of the Invariance Theorem4.1.10. We shall draw many
pictures of chronological cobordisms, and for simplicity some details will be omitted. Here are
our conventions to keep:
1) all deaths are oriented clockwise, and
2) arrows orienting saddles are directed either to the rightor to the front.
In particular, we can cancel at no cost a merge or a split with abirth or a death respectively on
its right-hand side, while a left-hand cancellation costs amultiplication byX orY.
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The first Reidemeister move relates two link diagramsand , where we draw here only
the essential piece of the diagrams. In the view of Proposition 4.2.6it is enough to show that
Kh( ) and Kh( ) are homotopy equiv-
alent. We define chain homotopy equiva-
lencesf : J K J K :g and a chain ho-
motopyh: J K J K as in the diagram
to the right. Clearly,g: J K J K is
a chain map, but forf : J K J K we
have to do the following short computation:
d f0 = XY −YZ =YZ −YZ = 0. (4.19)
The mapsf andg are homotopy equivalences inverse to each other. Indeed, threlationT
implies:
g0 f 0 =YZ−1 −XY = (Y(X+Y)−XY) = id, (4.20)
whereas4Tumakesf 0g0− id = hd:
0= Z +Z −X −Y
=YZ +XZ −XZ − =−XZ( f 0g0− id−hd).
After expandingf 0g0 we can see that the last cobordism should appear with the coefficient





































Figure 4.3: Invariance under theR2 move.
(1−XY). The remaining equalitydh=− id follows from the chronological relations (remove
the birth).
4.3.2 The second Reidemeister move
To show thatKh( ) andKh( ) are homotopy equivalent, it is enough to find homotopy
equivalences betweenJ K[−1] andJ K{a,b}, where(a,b) is the degree shift of the initial
resolution 0 regarded as a vertex of the cubeIgr( ). Regard the cubeIgr( )∼=Igr( )
as a subcube ofIgr( ), so that a sign assignmentε for the latter induces a sign assignment
ε ′ for the first.
ConsiderJ K as the total complex ofJ K J K⊕J K J K, where we omitted
degree shifts for clarity. We construct chain mapsf : J K J K :g be defining maps
between certain pieces of bicomplexes, see Fig.4.3. The nontrivial components off andg
are compositionsf 0 := h∗1d1∗ andg0 := d∗0h0∗. They are graded after the degree shifts are
applied.
The choice of coefficients for the component ofh guarantees that it anticommutes with
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the differentials, and chronological relations implyh0∗d0∗+ id= 0 andd∗1h∗1+ id = 0. Hence,
both f 0 andg0 are chain maps, and so are the induced morphismsf andg. Since any cobordism
with a spherical component is 0,g f = id andh f = 0. It remains to show thath is a chain
homotopy betweenf g and the identity morphism. The only nontrivial case is in themiddle,
were we have to check the matrix equality
(














It follows from definitions off 0 andg0 and the4Turelation:
0 = Z + Z −X − Y
= XZ + XYZ −XZ −XYZ
= XZ − γϕXZ −XZ −XYZ
= XZ(− f 0g0+ id+h∗1d∗1+d0∗h0∗).
The coefficientX in the first term appears, because the birth is canceled with amerge from
the left hand side. The same happens in the last two terms, butin the third one we also have
to reverse an orientation of the lower merge. Finally, to modify the second term, we first
used chronological relations and then anticommutativity of the lower square in Fig.4.3 (erase
the caps to see compositions of differentials).
4.3.3 The third Reidemeister move
The case of the third move is the simplest one, despite dealing with the largest complex. This
is because it can be derived from the invariance under the second move, as it is done in the case
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of the Kauffman bracket, using invariance of mapping cones under inclusions into strong de-
formation retracts.
Definition 4.3.1. We say that a chain complexD is a strong deformation retractof a chain
complexC if there are chain mapsf : D C andg: C D such thatg f = id and f g− id =
dh+ hd for a homotopyh such thath f = 0.4 The chain mapf is called aninclusion into
a deformation retract.
Both chain mapsKh( ) Kh( ) andKh( ) Kh( ) described in previous sec-
tions are inclusions into deformation retracts. Indeed, the equalityh f = 0 in the case of the first
Reidemeister move is trivial, whereas for the latter it follows from theSrelation.
Lemma 4.3.2. The homotopy type of a mapping cone is preserved under compositions with









and a chain mapψ : Ca Cb, the mapping cones C(ψ fa) and C( fbψ) are strong deformation
retracts of C(ψ).




· · · Dra⊕Cr−1b Dr+1a ⊕Crb · · ·


























A quick computation shows̃hf̃a = 0, g̃a f̃a = id, and f̃ag̃a− id= dh̃+ h̃d, which provesC(ψ fa)

























Consider nowJ K as the mapping cone of the chain map
Ψ = J K : J K J K given by the four vertical mor-
phisms shown to the right. Lemma4.3.2implies J K is ho-
motopy equivalent to the mapping cone ofΨL = Ψ ◦ f given
in Fig 4.4, where f is the chain map from the proof of invari-
ance under the second Reidemeister move. For the same reason
J K is homotopy equivalent toΨR. Since link diagrams and are isotopic, the mapping
cone complexesC(ΨL) andC(ΨR) are isomorphic.
4.3.4 The isotopy through infinity
There is one more move to consider, if we regard links inS3: the isotopy through infinity
D D D D
(4.25)
denoted byR∞. For the complexKh(D) to be invariant under this move we have to check
how the faces decorated with♦-changes, i.e. those withψ = 1 or ψ = XY, behave. Indeed,
these are the cases where the embedded structure was used to determine which arrow is inner.
4 We will often omit the composition sign◦.
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The R∞-move turns the circle inside out, moving the inner arrow outside, but one can easily
see the diagram does not change. Hence, the naive isomorphism, which identifies the circles in
resolutions ofD andD′ by the isotopy, works.




Although the complexKh(L) is an invariant of the linkL, it is a difficult problem to determine
whether two complexes inRChCob/ℓ are homotopy equivalent. One can obtain a partial an-
swer, by applying a functorF : RChCob/ℓ A to some abelian categoryA. Such a functor
extends naturally to categories of complexesF : Kom(RChCob/ℓ) Kom(A) and the ho-
mology H(FKh(L)) is an invariant of the linkL. If A = ModR is the category of modules,
such functors are determined by chronological Frobenius algebras, see Section3.3.2.
In this chapter we provide a few examples of chronological Frobenius algebras that lead
to link homology theories, including both even and odd Khovanov homology. Among them is
the algebra given by cobordisms with dots, which is universal in our framework.
5.1 Recovering even and odd Khovanov homology
We begin with a few examples of chronological TQFT functors producing link homology the-
ories.
Example 5.1.1(Khovanov homology). Recall the Khovanov’s Frobenius algebra from Exam-
ple 3.3.11. The induced functorFev: kChCob ModZ associates to a circle the free
abelian groupA with two generatorsv+ and v− of degrees respectively(1,0) and (0,−1).
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v+⊗v+ v+, v−⊗v+ v−,





















Compatibility with the three relationsS, T and4Tu is easy to check [BN05]. The resulting ho-
mologyHev(L) := H(FevKh(L)) is the categorification of the Jones polynomial from [Kh99].
Example 5.1.2(Odd Khovanov homology). To obtain odd Khovanov homology, take the ORS
superalgebra from Example3.3.12instead. It induces a functorFodd: kChCob ModZ that
maps a family ofs circles to the exterior algebra ons generatorsΛs =
∧
[a1, . . . ,as]. We define
the degree ofai1∧ · · ·∧air as(s− r,−r), where the commutativity is controlled by the second
number. In particular, deg(1) = (s,0).
Merging two circles identifies appropriate generators, while a split translates into a map
Λs
/
(ai−a j) ∋ [w] 7−→ (ai−a j)∧w∈ Λs, (5.5)
assuming thei-th circle in the target configuration is to the left of the framing arrow and thej-
th one is to the right. A birth is an inclusion of algebras and aclockwise death of ani-th
circle is the Kronecker delta functiona j δi, j wedged with identity, i.e. it strips offai from
the elementw from the left hand side, if it is present, or sendsw to 0 otherwise.
One can directly check thatFodd defined in this way is a strict 2-functor. It is shown in
[ORS13] that Hodd(L) := H(FoddKh(L)) is an invariant of a linkL. We gradeΛs by setting
deg(ai1∧· · ·∧air ) = s−2r, which makesFodd a degree-preserving functor. Both a sphere and
a torus evaluate to zero (ai−a j becomes 0 after mergingi-th and j-th circles) and4Tu follows
from the table below.
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−
1 0 0 0 0
a1 0 1 1 0
a2 1 0 1 0
a1∧a2 −a1 a2 0 a2−a1
Therefore, invariance ofHodd(L) := FoddKh(L) also follows from Theorem4.1.10.
The two examples can be easily unified using thecoveringchronological Frobenius system
from Example3.3.13.
Example 5.1.3(Covering Khovanov homology). The covering Frobenius algebra is defined
overk = Z[X,Y,Z±1]/(X2 = Y2 = 1), inducing a functorFcov: kChCob Modk that as-
signs to a circle the free moduleA with two generators,v+ of degree(1,0) andv− of degree
(0,−1). The operations are defined in the following way:
µ : A⊗A A,
{
v+⊗v+ v+, v−⊗v+ XZv−,
v+⊗v− v−, v−⊗v− 0,
(5.6)





η : k A,
{
1 v+, (5.8)





It is clear thatFcov satisfies the sphere relation, and a direct calculation showthat a standard
torus evaluates toZ(X+Y). Finally, the4Turelation follows from the table below.
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Z Z X Y
v+⊗v+ 0 0 0 0
v+⊗v− Xv+⊗v+ 0 Xv+⊗v+ 0
v−⊗v+ 0 Zv+⊗v+ Zv+⊗v+ 0
v−⊗v− Yv−⊗v+ Zv+⊗v− 0 Yv−⊗v++Zv+⊗v−
We call the invariantHcov(L) := H(FcovKh(L)) thecovering Khovanov homologyof L.
The following proposition explains the namecovering homology. Recall that we distin-
guished twok-module structures on the ring of integers:Zev, on which all monomials act as
the identity, andZodd, in which caseY acts as−1.
Proposition 5.1.4.For any link L there are isomorphisms
Hev(L)∼= Hcov(L;Zev) and Hodd(L)∼= Hcov(L;Zodd), (5.10)
whereHcov(L;M) := H(FcovKh(L)⊗M) for anyk-module M.
Proof. The first isomorphism follows directly from the construction: replacingX,Y andZ with
1’s in the definition of the algebraA results in the Khovanov algebra. For the second one it is
enough to show that functorsFcov( )⊗Zodd andFodd are equivalent. This follows from apply-
ing an isomorphismi : A⊗s⊗Zodd Λs that sends anyv+ into 1 andv− at thei-th position to
ai . Comparing the two definitions, one can easily see thatFodd(M)= i◦(Fcov(M)⊗Zodd)◦ i−1
for any generating cobordismM.
Example 5.1.5.One of the consequences of the4Turelation is the following equality
Z(X+Y) = + , (5.11)
called a neck-cutting relation. Again, we omitted the orienting arrows, but the convention is
to orient all death clockwise, merges with arrow pointing leftwards, and splits with arrows
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pointing to the back. If we impose the relationX +Y = 0, we can use (5.11) to move han-
dles freely between components of a cobordism (up to multiplication by XZa). A similar
theory over the two-element fieldF2 was analyzed in [BN05], suggesting we have found its
lift to Z in the odd setting. Namely, we have an algebraAH := Mor( , ) over the ring
RH := Z[H,X,Z±1]/(2H,X2−1), whereH has degree(−1,−1) and represents a handle. Un-
fortunately,H is a torsion element, as it is annihilated by 1−XY= 1+X2 = 2. One can check
that AH is a free module generated byv+ andv− of degrees(1,0) and(0,−1) respectively,
with multiplication and comultiplication given by the formulas
µ : AH⊗AH AH ,
{
v+⊗v+ v+, v−⊗v+ XZv−,
v+⊗v− v−, v−⊗v− Hv−,
(5.12)





The generatorv+ is represented by a death followed by a birth andv− by a vertical cylinder. In
tensor products, eachv+ is represented by a birth and all other circles are boundaries of a single
component built from splits only (or a single death, if thereis nov−). See [BN05] for details.
5.2 The algebra of cobordisms with dots
5.2.1 The neck cutting relation for chronological cobordisms
A very generic example of a chronological Frobenius algebrais given by the tautological func-
tor Mor(Σ, ), whereΣ is any object ofkChCob.
Proposition 5.2.1.Given an objectΣ ∈ kChCob, the group of morphismsMor(Σ, /0) is a ring
with multiplication induced by the right disjoint sum andMor(Σ, ) is a chronological Frobe-
nius algebra overMor(Σ, /0).
The caseΣ = was analyzed in Example5.1.5under the assumptionX+Y = 0, in which
case Mor( , ) was a free rank 2 module over Mor( , /0) ∼= Z[H,X,Z±1]/(2H,X2− 1).
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However, the rank of Mor(Σ, ) over Mor(Σ, /0) is in general infinite, but the neck-cutting
relation (5.11) suggests a way how to reduce it to the finite case.
Definition 5.2.2. The categorykChCob• consists of chronological cobordisms with dots on
regular levels. A single dot has a degree(−1,−1) and two dots cannot lie on the same level.
In addition to chronological relations, we allow dots to move past other dots and critical points
at the cost specified byλ , and we impose the following three local relations:










where all deaths are oriented clockwise.
Dots are a part of the chronological structure and one can think of them as ‘infinitesimal’
handles, which are ‘frozen’, so that a dot is not annihilatedby 1−XY. But a cobordism
with two dots on one component is, because permuting two dotscostsXY. All relations are
homogeneous, thence coherent with changes of chronologies. Even more: the neck cutting
relationN together with the cubical structure of the disjoint sum determines all coefficients for
























where we moved dots in the middle pictures from the birth to the top by the cost ofZ2. Dotted
cobordisms satisfy also the other relations fromkChCob/ℓ. Hence, we can think ofkChCob•
as an abelian extension ofkChCob/ℓ.
Lemma 5.2.3.Relations T and 4Tu follow from S, D and N. Therefore, there isa natural functor
kChCob/ℓ kChCob•.
Proof. For theT relation take a standard torus and cut its handle. In the resulting expression,






− bb = (XZ+YZ) b (5.14)
The 4Tu relation is proved in a similar way, by cutting the unique tube in each term. Again,
by changing chronologies we can reduce each term to four caps, with left caps smaller than





















−XYZ bb . (5.18)
Because a two-dotted sphere is annihilated by(XY−1), the sum of right hand sides of (5.15)
and (5.16) is equal to the sum of right hand sides of (5.17) and (5.18).
The additive closure Mat(kChCob•) is equivalent to a category of finitely generated free
graded symmetric bimodules over a certain ring. This follows from the proposition below.










form a pair of inverse isomorphisms in the additive closureMat(kChCob•).
Proof. Call the left mapf and the right oneg. The equalityg◦ f = id is exactly the neck-
cutting relationN, whereas the other composition is the identity 2× matrix—this follows
directly from relationsD andS.
Corollary 5.2.5. The tautological functorMor( /0, ) : kChCob• ModR is full and faithful,
where R:= Mor( /0, /0). Hence, we can identifykChCob• with the category of finitely generated
free graded symmetricMor( /0, /0)-bimodules.
We shall now compute a presentation of the ring Mor( /0, /0).
Proposition 5.2.6.There is an isomorphism of graded commutative rings





wheredegh= (−1,−1) anddegt = (−2,−2), such that
b





Proof. It is enough to show that the above defines a homomorphism—it is clearly invertible if
it exists. We begin with constructing a graded monoidal functor F• : kChCob• ModR•.
For that take a free rank two symmetric bimoduleA• = R•v+⊕R•v− with degv+ = (1,0) and
degv− = (0,−1) as usual. This module is a chronological Frobenius algebra with operations
µ : A•⊗A• A•,
{
v+⊗v+ v+, v−⊗v+ XZv−,
v+⊗v− v−, v−⊗v− tv++hv−,
(5.22)





η : R• A•,
{
1 v+, (5.24)





These tell us how to defineF• on all generators except one, a cylinder decorated with a dot.
Associate to it the following homomorphism:
θ : A• A•,
{
v+ v−,
v− XZ−1(tv++hv−) = v+tXZ+v−h.
(5.26)
Clearly, ε ◦ η = 0 andε ◦ θ ◦ η = 1, so thatF• preserves relationsS and T. It remains to
show thatF• is also coherent with the neck-cutting relationN. This follows from computing



















Summing the first two and subtracting the last homomorphism results in the identity onA•.
The functorF• induces a homomorphismϕ : Mor( /0, /0) R• by associating an element from














which is the desired homomorphism.
Remark 5.2.7. Similarly to the even case, dotted cobordisms lead us to a deformation of
the odd theory, although botht and h are torsion elements: 2t = 2h = 0 if XY = −1. In
particular, we cannot sett = 1 to obtain the Lee deformation, unless we work withZ2 coeffi-
cients.
5.2.2 Universality of dotted cobordisms
The homology theory defined by the algebraA• is universal: it carries the most information
among all chronological Frobenius algebras producing linkhomology. The proof follows
the argument from [Kh04] and it is based on the following observation.
Given a chronological Frobenius algebraA over a ringRand an invertible elementy∈ A of
degree(1,0), we can twist its coalgebra structure byy as follows:
ε ′(a) := ε(ya), ∆′(a) := ∆(y−1a). (5.31)
If ∆ andε are homogeneous, so are their twisted version∆′ andε ′. The degrees are not changed.











Lemma 5.2.8(cf. [Kh04]). Assume thatF andF ′ are two functors induced by an algebra A
and its twisted version A′. Then the complexesFKh(L) andF ′Kh(L′) are isomorphic.
Proof. Consider cubesFI ε(L) andF ′I ε(L), both corrected by a sign assignmentε. They
have the sameR-modules in vertices and the only difference is in edges labeled with comultipli-
cations. The isomorphism is constructed inductively, starting with the identity homomorphism
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where in the case of a split we multiply byy−1 the element from the copy ofA corresponding
to the circle that appears to the left of the split.
We constructed in Section3.3the universal rank 2 chronological Frobenius system(RU ,AU).
It appears that this system can be twisted to the algebra of dotted cobordisms(R•,A•), showing
the latter produces universal Khovanov homology in our framework.
Theorem 5.2.9.Any homogeneous rank two chronological Frobenius system(R,A) is obtained
from (R•,A•) by a base change and a twist. In particular,H•(L) := H(F•Kh(L)) is the most
general link homology theory in our framework.
Proof. An elementy= ev++YZ f v− ∈ AU is invertible and of degree(1,0), with an inverse
y−1 = (a+ ch)v+−YZcv−. The dotted algebraA• arises as the twisting of(RU ,AU) by this
element.
5.3 Reduction of scalars
The universal link homology theory has coefficients in the ringk with three generators, two of
which can be eliminated by introducing a new grading to the construction. The grading decom-
poses the generalized Khovanov homology overk into homogeneous pieces, all isomorphic to
each other. For this reason we call it asplitting grading.
5.3.1 An additional grading in kChCob
The categorykChCob of chronological cobordisms admits an additional grading by the group
Z2×Z, which we shall refer to as thesplitting degree, given by a function sdeg with the fol-
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We use the vertical notation for elements ofZ2×Z to distinguish it from the bidegree defined


















assuming degW = (α,β ). The above formula is clearly additive with respect to compositi n































where degW = (α,β ), and the equalityα +a= β +b follows from Lemma3.3.3.
Proposition 5.3.1.The splitting degree is coherent with chronological relations.














Choose cobordismsWi : aiS1 biS1 for i = 1,2. If degWi = (mi,si), we have
sdeg(W1 W2) = sdeg(W1⊔Cb2S1)+sdeg(Ca1S1⊔W2), (5.40)
sdeg(W1 W2) = sdeg(W1⊔Ca2S1)+sdeg(Cb1S1⊔W2), (5.41)
whereCnS1 is a disjoint union ofn vertical tubes. Using the formula (5.37) we compute




















which shows thatW1 W2 and λ (degW1,degW2)W1 W2 have the same degree. Likewise
the degrees ofW1 W2 andλ (degW1,degW2)W1 W2 are equal—the same computation works,
with ai andbi replaced byai−1 andbi−1.
Remark 5.3.2. As before, we extendkChCob to a graded category by introducing formal
degree shifts by elemenst ofZ2×Z. Hence,kChCob is graded byZ2×Z3, the first two com-
ponents coming from sdeg and the last two from deg. We writekChCob0 for the subcategory
formed by graded morphisms.
Let k0⊂ k be the subring of degree zero elements. It is generated byXY, and as such it is
isomorphic toZπ := Z[π ]/(π2−1). On the other hand, there is a ring epimorphismk−→ Zπ
sending bothX andZ to 1, andY to π , resulting in a functorkChCob ZπChCob.
Lemma 5.3.3.The pair ofk0-linear functors I: ZπChCob kChCob0 :P,
I(Σ) := Σ{0,0}, P(Σ{a,b}) := Σ,




, P(XpYqZr W) := πqW,
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. ClearlyPI = id, and morphismsΣ{a,b} ·XaZb Σ form an isomorphism id∼= IP.
We shall use this result later to show that the two generalized Khovanov complexes, either
with coefficients inR= k or R= Zπ , carry the same amount of information.
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5.3.2 Decomposition of a chronological TQFT
From now on letModk stand for the category ofk-modules that admit aZ2×Z-grading com-
patible with the grading ofk, and we writeModk,0 for the subcategory formed by linear maps
that preserve the new degree. Again, the new grading is not additive with respect to the tensor







for homogeneousm∈M andn∈N, where degm= (α,β ) and‖n‖ is theweightof n: the differ-
ence of the two components of deg (e.g.‖m‖= α−β ). The name is motivated by the behavior
of the symmetry isomorphism—it is homogeneous only when restricted to submodules sup-
ported in a single weight.
Lemma 5.3.4. The associator(M1⊗M2)⊗M3 M1⊗ (M2⊗M3) preserves the splitting
degree. Moreover, if M1 and M2 are supported in weights w1 and w2 respectively, then the sym-


























































Lemma 5.3.5. Choose a homogeneous map f: M −→ N and two modules M′ and M′′ sup-
ported in weights k andℓ respectively. Then






wheredegf = (α,β ). In particular, a tensor product of homogeneous maps is homogeneous,
and so is the graded tensor product relation(2.2).
Proof. Pick homogeneousm1∈M′, m2∈M andm3∈M′′, each in bidegree deg(mi) = (αi,βi).
Then
sdeg((id⊗ f ⊗ id)(m1⊗m2⊗m3))−sdeg(m1⊗m2⊗m3)
= sdeg
(



















The last statement follows from a direct computation, as in Proposition5.3.1.
Consider now the covering Frobenius algebraA = kv+⊕ kv− from Example3.3.13. Its
generators have weights‖v‖+ = ‖v‖− = 1, implying that
















; Table5.1contains degrees of generators ofA⊗2.
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Generator v+⊗v+ v+⊗v− v−⊗v+ v−⊗v−















Table 5.1: Degrees of generators of the second power ofA.








Proof. The lemma follows from an easy induction argument and is leftto the reader.
Proposition 5.3.7.The functorFA : kChCob Modk preserves the splitting degree.
Proof. In the view of Lemma5.3.4 and formula (5.45) it is enough to check that the four
operations of the chronological Frobenius algebraAhave the same degrees as the corresponding
cobordisms. This follows directly from the expressions forthese maps and Lemma5.3.6.
The same results hold if we replaceA with the algebraA• of cobordisms with dots. Despite
the ring of scalarsR• begin graded, each of its homogeneous components has weight0. In par-
ticular, sdeg is additive with respect to multiplication, see formula (5.44), so that all elements
of A• have weight 1. Then, both the formula (5.45) and Lemma5.3.6hold forA•. However, one
must be careful when proving the analogue of Proposition5.3.7: although the left action ofRon






On the other hand, the splitting degree is additive with respect to the right action ofR•.
There is an equivalence between categoriesModk,0 andModZπ similar to the one from
Lemma5.3.3. Extracting the degree 0 componentM0 of a k-moduleM results in a functor




N, where(XY) ·n= πn, while X andZ permute the copies ofN in i(N).
Lemma 5.3.8.The pair of functors i: ModZπ Modk,0 : r is an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. Straightforward.
The two equivalences intertwineFA : kChCob0 Modk,0 andFπ : ZπChCob ModZπ ,
which we shall use in the next section to reduce the number of parameters in the generalized
Khovanov homology with no loss of information.
5.3.3 Decomposition of homology
Choose a link diagramD. Its corrected cube of resolutionsI εgr(D) anticommutes, so that any
two oriented paths between two vertices encode chronological cobordisms of the same splitting
degree. Therefore, we can makeI εgr(D) graded with respect to this new degree by applying
certain degree shifts to its vertices, as we did for theZ×Z-grading. As a result we obtain a new
grading in homology, and our goal is to show it is a link invariant.
Theorem 5.3.9.The homotopy type of the graded generalized Khovanov complex is a link
invariant. In particular, the generalized Khovanov homologyH (L) admits aZ2×Z-grading
coherent with the action ofk.
For Theorem5.3.9to make sense, the relationsS, T and4Tumust be homogeneous. This
follows from a direct computation. The next step is to show that all isomorphisms involved
in the proof of invariance from Section4.1 are homogeneous—this is enough, as any homo-
geneous isomorphism can be made graded by scaling it with some monomialXaZb. We first
show that the grading does not depend on the extra choices made in the construction of the gen-
eralized Khovanov bracket. The key tool is the following result.









where each morphism is a chronological cobordism scaled by an invertible element fromk. If
each fi is graded with respect to the splitting degree,sdegg= sdegg′.
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Proof. It is enough to show that the compositionf1g= g′ f0 does not vanish. This follows from
Theorem3.3.9.
Sign assignments.Given two sign assignmentsε1 andε2 of the cubeIgr(D), the corrected
cubesI ε1gr (D) andI
ε2
gr (D) are isomorphic via a family of morphismsfξ := ν(ξ ) id, where
ν ∈C0(In;k∗) is a cochain such thatε12 = δν ·ε1. Hence, eachfξ is a homogeneous map, and
their degrees are equal due to Lemma5.3.10.
Arrows over crossings.Independence of this decoration follows trivially. Indeed, given link
diagramsD and D′ that differ only in the direction of arrows decorating the crossings and
a sign assignmentε for I (D), we have constructed a sign assignmentε ′ for I (D′) such that
I ε(D) = I ελ
−1
(D′).
Orderings on crossings and circles.A change in enumeration of crossings permutes only
the summands ofJDK. On the other hand, each component of the isomorphism of cubes that
reorders circles in vertices is a composition of twists. Hence, it is homogeneous, and we again
use Lemma5.3.10to deduce all components have the same splitting degree.
Corollary 5.3.11. The isomorphism class of the graded generalized Khovanov bracketJDK
depends only on the link diagram D.
We shall now proceed to Reidemeister moves.
Reidemeister I.Consider the chain homotopy equivalencesf : J K J K :g as defined in
Section4.3.1. It follows directly from Lemma5.3.10thatg induces a homogeneous chain map,


















































after forgetting the circles not shown in the diagrams, and placing the circle drawn in full as
the first one.
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Reidemeister II.Consider the chain homotopy equivalencesf : J K J K :g as defined
in Section4.3.2, and choose degree shifts such that the identity componentsJ K J K
are graded. Thenf01 = h∗1d1∗ andg01 = d∗0h0∗ are also graded, because the differentials and
homotopies are such.
Reidemeister III.Invariance under the last move followed from a strictly algebraic argument:
the complexJ K is the mapping cone of the chain mapJ K : J K J K, and composing
it with the chain homotopy equivalencef : J K J K does not change the homotopy type
of the mapping cone. As the mapf is graded, so are the homotopy equivalences
J K≃C(J K J K)≃C(J K J K)≃ J K. (5.49)
This ends the proof of Theorem5.3.9.
Corollary 5.3.12. The generalized Khovanov complexes Kh(D) and Khπ(D), constructed in
kChCob0 andZπChCob respectively, are equivalent link invariants, i.e. Kh(D)≃ Kh(D′) for
link diagrams D and D′ if and only if Khπ(D)≃ Khπ(D′).
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma5.3.3.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.3.13(The reduction of parameters). The generalized Khovanov complexFAKh(D),
















In particular, H (L) ∼= i(Hπ(L)), where i: ModZπ Modk is the equivalence functor from
Lemma5.3.8.
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Proof. The decomposition follows from Theorem5.3.9, so it remains to compute the degree
zero subcomplex. First,r(M) is naturally isomorphic toM⊗Zπ via m m⊗1. Indeed, this




, into XaZbm. Hence,
FAKh(D)0,0 is naturally isomorphic toFAKh(D)⊗Zπ = FAKh(D;Zπ).
Given a graded ring automorphismϕ ∈ Aut0(k) we can replace the chronological param-
etersX, Y, andZ with its images underϕ, resulting in a graded categorykϕChCob0 and
a chronological TQFTFϕ : kϕChCob0 −→ Modk,0. As before, given a link diagramD we
can construct the generalized Khovanov complexKhϕ(D) in Mat(kϕChCob). In the view
of Corollary5.3.12, the complexesFAKh(D) andFϕKhϕ(D) are equivalent link invariants if
ϕ(XY) = XY. We shall now show they are in fact isomorphic.
Proposition 5.3.14.Assumeϕ(XY) = XY. Then the complexes ofk-modulesFKh(D) and
FϕKhϕ(D) are isomorphic for any link diagram D.
Proof. Decompose the complexes as in Theorem5.3.13. ThenFKh(D)0,0 andFϕKhϕ(D)0,0
are complexes of freeZπ -modules, andϕ induces an isomorphism between them. Indeed,π
acts on both complexes as multiplication byXY = ϕ(XY). Thence, it is enough to extend
the equality in ak-linear way. Explicitly,












Denote bykϕ the ringk with a module structure twisted byϕ, i.e. k · x := ϕ(k)x. Every
k-module structure onZ can be obtained by taking a tensor productkϕ ⊗Zev or kϕ ⊗Zodd for
an automorphismϕ fixing XY. For instance, ifϕ(X) =−X and likewise forY andZ, then each
parameter acts onZ′ := kϕ ⊗Zev as−1.
Corollary 5.3.15. Given ak-module structure onZ, the homologyH (L;Z) is either the even
Khovanov homology, if XY acts onZ as identity, or the odd Khovanov homology otherwise.
1 Here, sdeg(u) is the degree ofu as an element of gradedFKh, and it can be different as whenu is regarded
as an elementA⊗k.
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Remark 5.3.16.The even and odd Khovanov homology are not equivalent. Hence, the condi-
tion onϕ in Proposition5.3.14is necessary.
5.3.4 Duality for mirror links revisited
The behavior of the generalized Khovanov complexKh(L) under taking the mirror image was
disappointing: the dual complex is in another category, with the role ofX andY interchanged.
However, homology of both complexes exists in the same category of k-modules, and we ask
for a true duality of the generalized Khovanov homology. Themain issue is that a chronological
Frobenius algebra cannot be self-dual: an isomorphismA∗ ∼= A cannot exist unlessX =Y. For
instance, taking asA the covering algebra we have




We shall use the splitting from Theorem5.3.13to exchangeX andY back. In the following we
write k for the modulek with exchanged actions ofX andY.
Theorem 5.3.17(Duality for generalized Khovanov homology). Given a link diagram D and
its mirror image D! there is an isomorphism of complexes
FAKh(D
!)∼= FAKh(D)∗, (5.55)
where(C∗)i := Hom(C−i ,k) for a chain complex C. In particular, the odd Khovanov homology
Hodd(L) of a link L is dual toHodd(L!), and similarly forHπ(L) andHπ(L!).





The cases ofHodd andHπ follows from an isomorphism Homk(F,k)⊗R∼= HomR(F⊗R,R)
that holds for any free moduleF and a ring homomorphismk R.
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The duality isomorphism (5.55) is given explicitly as
F (D!ζ ) ∋ u 7−→ (XY)au∗ ∈F (Dζ̄ )
∗, (5.57)




. For the other version of Khovanov homology,
simply replaceXY with eitherπ , for the unified homology, or(−1) for the odd one. Note
the role of the splitting degree: although it does not descend directly toHodd(L) norHπ(L), it
controls the duality isomorphism.
5.4 Properties of the generalized Khovanov homology
We shall now go quickly through the properties of the generalized Khovanov homology derived
from the properties of the Khovanov complex described in Section 4.2.
5.4.1 Decategorification and a reduction to a bigraded theory
Given a chronological TQFT functorF : kChCob Modk that preserves the relationsS, T,
and4Tu, the homologyH (L) := H∗(FKh(L)) of a link L is a sequence of bigraded modules.
Hence, its graded Euler characteristic is a two-variable poynomial
PL(r,s) := ∑
i, j ,k
(−1)ir jskrkH i, j ,k(L). (5.58)
Unfortunately, this polynomial is not stronger than the Jones polynomial. Indeed, the third
exact sequence from Proposition4.2.2implies the following equality
(rs)P − (rs)−1P = ((rs)1/2− (rs)−1/2)P , (5.59)
so thatPL(r,s) = JL (
√
rs)P . It appears that the extra grading on homology is degenerateas
well. It is enough to show this for the Frobenius system(R•,A•), as we proved its universality.
Proposition 5.4.1.The homology groupH i, j ,k• (L) is trivial, unless j= k.
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Proof. The proposition follows trivially for the unknot, sinceH•( )∼=R•{−12,−12}⊕R•{12, 12}
and all homogeneous elements ofR• have degrees of the form(i, i). The general case follows
then from Proposition4.2.2using induction on complexity of link diagrams.
The above proposition can be also proven directly by checking that all homogeneous gen-
erators ofF•Kh(D) have degrees of the form(i, i).
Remark 5.4.2. In spite of the proposition above, the additional grading isuseful. For instance,
it is a key component in understanding the isomorphism betwen a tensor product of complexes
for two links and the complex for their disjoint union.
5.4.2 Homological thinness and quasi-alternating links
Define the class of quasi-alternating links as the smallest family of links satisfying the following
two conditions:
1) the unknot is quasi-alternating, and
2) if a link admits a diagram with a crossing, such that its both resolutions and are
quasi-alternating and det( ) = det( )+det( ), then the link is also quasi-alternating,
where det(L) is thedeterminantof a link L, defined below. All alternating links are quasi-
alternating, and it was shown in [OM07] that they arehomologically thin: the Khovanov ho-
mology of such a linkL is supported in two diagonals with 2i− j = σ(L)±1, whereσ(L) is
thesignatureof a link L. It is not a surprise that the same holds for the generalized Khovanov
homology.
We shall now define the determinant and the signature of a link. For that color regions of
the link diagramD black and white in a checkerboard fashion. We split the crossing of D
in two types and assign to themincidence numbersµ(c) as in Fig.5.1. We define thetotal
incidence numberµ(D) as the sum of the incidence numbers over all crossings of typeII.
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Type I Type I Type II Type II
µ =+1 µ =−1 µ =−1 µ =+1
Figure 5.1: Types and incidence numbers of crossings in a link diagram colored black
and white.
Let W be a free abelian group generated by the white regions, and define aGoeritz form





−∑c∈R∩R′ µ(c), if R 6= R′,
−∑R′′ 6=R}(R,R′′), if R= R′.
(5.60)
The matrixG̃ for g is singular. TheGoeritz matrix Gof the diagramD is obtained fromG̃
by removing the first row and the first column. We use it to definethe signatureσ(D) :=
σ(GD)−µ(D) and thedeterminantdetD := |detG| of a link diagramD. It is a classical result
that both numbers depend only on the link, but not on its actual diagram used for calculations.
We shall use the following result of Ozsváth, Manolescu andMurasugi, for the signature of
a link. As before, the symbols, , and denote three link diagrams that differ only locally
as seen in the pictures. Choose any orientation for the last di gram.
Lemma 5.4.3 (cf. [OM07, Mu65]). Supposedet( ),det( ) > 0, and det( ) = det( ) +
det( ). Then
σ( )−σ( ) = 1, and (5.61)
σ( )−σ( ) = e, (5.62)
where e= n−( )−n−( ) is the difference between the numbers of negative crossingsin the di-
agrams and .
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Consider now the generalized Khovanov homology with a single grading byδ = 2i− j−k,
where i stands for the homological grading and( j,k) for the bigrading. We can transform
the exact sequences from Proposition4.2.2to a simpler form.
Proposition 5.4.4.Choose a link diagram with a crossing, and supposedet( ),det( )> 0
anddet( ) = det( )+det( ), where we pick any orientation for the diagram. Then there
is an exact sequence
. . . H i−
σ( )
2 ( ) H i−
σ( )
2 ( ) H i−
σ( )
2 ( ) H i−1−
σ( )
2 ( ) . . . (5.63)
Proof. It follows from Proposition4.2.2and Lemma5.4.3.
Corollary 5.4.5. Quasi-alternating links are homologically thin with respect to the covering
Khovanov homologyHcov.
Proof. The unknot is clearly homologically thin. Next, it follows directly from the definition of
a quasi-alternating link, that all of them have positive determinants. The desired result follows
then from Proposition5.4.4, since if both and are homologically thin, so must be the third
link due to the exactness of the sequence.
5.4.3 Module structure
A chronological TQFTF intertwines the disjoint union with the tensor product overk, and
the connected sum with a tensor product over the algebraA′ := F ( ){1,0}; the degree shift
is to makeA′ an associative algebra.
Lemma 5.4.6.Given a chronological TQFTF : kChCob−→ Modk let A := F ( ). Then
the algebra A′ := A{−1,0} is commutative, associative and unital.
Proof. It is enough to check the corresponding relations at the level of cobordisms—the lemma
then follows by transforming the pictures byF . We shall show only commutativity, leaving
the other two properties as an exercise. For that, we shall draw the canonical isomorphisms as
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Definition 5.4.7. Given a disjoint union ofk circlesk with a basepointb define the leftA′-






Likewise we define the right action ofA′, by merging {−1,0} from the right hand side.
We check directly that both actions are associative and theycommute. Moreover,F (k )
is a symmetric bimodule in the graded sense: given homogeneousx∈F (k ) anda∈ A′ we
havex·a= λ (degx,dega)a ·x.
Choose a based link diagramD and construct its cube of resolutionsIgr(D). According to
the above vertices of the cubeFIgr(D) are bimodules over the algebraA′.
Lemma 5.4.8.Edge morphisms in the cubeFIgr(D) are bimodule homomorphisms.
Proof. Both the edge morphisms and the actions ofA′ are graded, so thatdζ (a·x) = a·dζ x for
a∈ A′, x∈FKh(D) and any edge morphismdζ , and likewise for the right action.
Corollary 5.4.9. For a based link diagram D the image of the generalized Khovancom-
plexFKh(D) under a chronological TQFTF is a chain complex of symmetric A′-bimodules.
Therefore, its homologyH (D) is a sequence of symmetric graded A′-bimodules.
In Section4.2.4we described decomposition of generalized Khovanov complexes for dis-
joint union and connected sums of links.
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Proposition 5.4.10.Given two link diagrams D, D′, and a chronological TQFT there is an iso-
morphism of complexesFKh(D⊔D′)∼= FKh(D)⊗
k




Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Proposition4.2.5and monoidality ofF . The sec-
ond is a consequence of Proposition4.2.6and Corollary5.4.9.
Remark 5.4.11.The sign assignmentε⊗ ε ′ we chose forIgr(D⊔D′) implies that forx⊗y∈





dx⊗y+(−1)iXaZbx⊗dy, if d⊗ id is a merge,
dx⊗y+(−1)iYaZbx⊗dy, if id⊗d is a split,
(5.66)
where(a,b) is the degree ofx regarded as an element ofF JDKi . We can choose another isomor-
phism betweenKh(D)⊗Kh(D′) andKh(D⊔D′) by considering all degree shifts at once—in
such case the pair(a,b) in the formula (5.66) would be the degree ofx ∈ FKh(D), which
seems a better choice. However,a andb could be half-integers, which would require us to
choose square roots onX, Y, andZ, see Remark4.1.2. A similar formula holds for the differ-
ential inFKh(D#D′).
The bimodule structure on homology is a link invariant. Indee , one can always per-
form Reidemeister moves beyond a neighborhood of the basepoint, erhaps using the isotopy
through infinity (4.25), in which case the chain homotopy equivalences from Section 4.3com-
mute with the actions ofA′. In particular, we can move the basepoint freely along a component
of a link.
On the other hand, moving a basepoint to a different component of a link may change
the module structure. Following [HN12] we choose a basepoint on every component of a link,
which results in a bimodule structure onFKh(L) over the algebra(A′)⊗c, wherec is the num-
ber of components of the link. Again, this structure descends to homology, but we have to
work harder to proof this structure is invariant under Reidemeister move: with more that one
basepoint we cannot avoid passing them through crossings.
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Proposition 5.4.12.Given a based link diagram D, the bimodule structure onFKh(D) is
preserved up to isomorphism when the basepoint is moved throug a crossing:
b b and b b (5.67)
In particular, given a link L with c components, the bimodulestructure onH (L) over (A′)⊗c
is an invariant of L.
Proof. Invariance of the bimodule structure under passing a dot thrugh a crossing is equivalent
to saying that cobordisms in the following pairs
(5.68)
(5.69)
induce isomorphic operations on complexes. We shall prove only the case the link diagram
is the unknot—the general case then follows from Proposition 4.2.6. We start by computing
the homomorphisms induced by passing a circle over another one—it is given by a composition
of the chain homotopy equivalences used in the proof of invarance of the chain complex under
the second Reidemeister move. We provide the appropriate digram below, where the whole















The left homomorphism is the inclusionf :
q y q y
, and the right one is the retrac-
tion g:
q y q y
. The two backward maps in the middle complex are pieces of chain
homotopies (compare with Fig.4 3). We make the following conventions:
• the two crossings in are decorated with arrows pointing inwards,
• when enumerating circles, the one being moved is always put first.
With this choice we have to permute the outputs of a comultiplication, that is why the coeffi-
cientsY appear. We compute directly(η⊗ id)◦µ−∆◦ (ε⊗ id) = ϕ⊗ id, where
ϕ(v+) = v+ and ϕ(v−) = v+h−v−. (5.70)
Notice that it is graded andϕ2 = id. It remains to check it is a homomorphism of rings, which




= tv++h(v+h−v−) = ϕ(tv++hv−).
The other case, when a circle is moved below another one, results xactly in the same map.
5.5 Homological operations




π 1 π −1
As we proved in Section5.3, Zπ = Z[π ]/(π2−1) is the universal ring of coefficients in our
framework. BothZevandZodd arise as quotients of this ring, and both
projects toZ2 in a unique way. Notice, thatZ2 admits a uniqueZπ -
module structure, asπ is invertible. Thence we obtain a commuting
square diagram shown to the left. In fact, it is a pullback square in
the category of rings.
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Lemma 5.5.1.There is an isomorphism of ringsZπ ∼= {(a,b) ∈ Z2 | a≡ b mod 2}, such that
the projections on the first and on the second factors are exactly Zev andZodd.
Proof. The desired isomorphism maps 1 to(1,1) andπ to (1,−1). This map is injective, since
(a+b,a−b) = (0,0) impliesa= b= 0, and surjective, as(a,b) with a≡ b mod 2 is an image
of a+b2 +
a−b
2 π . To finish the proof, notice that the action ofπ preserves the first factor, but
negates the second.
Corollary 5.5.2. Given a link diagram D, the chain complexFπKh(D) is a pullback of the even
and odd Khovanov complexes over their reductions modulo 2. In particular, it is a subcomplex
of the direct sumFevKh(D)⊕FoddKh(D).
Proof. The chain complexFπKh(D) is a sequence of freeZπ -modules, and the functorM⊗( )
is exact ifM is a free module.
Therefore, we can seeHπ(L) as a derived pullback of the diagram
Hev(L) HZ/2(L) Hodd(L). (5.71)
On the other hand, the pullback the kernel of the mapFπKh(D) FevKh(D) is the sub-
complex ofFoddKh(D) formed by elements with even coefficients, which is isomorphism to
the odd Khovanov complex. Likewise, the kernel ofFπKh(D) FoddKh(D) is isomorphic
to FevKh(D). Hence, there are short exact sequences
0 FoddKh(D) FπKh(D) FevKh(D) 0, and (5.72)
0 FevKh(D) FπKh(D) FoddKh(D) 0. (5.73)
Hence,FπKh(D) is an extension between the two theories. We shall show in thesubsequent
sections that its homology is a stronger invariant than botheven and odd homology together.
However, the difference is very subtle.
Proposition 5.5.3. Let f : FevKh(L) FevKh(L′) and g: FoddKh(L) FoddKh(L′) be
quasi-isomorphisms2 that agree modulo 2. ThenHπ(L)∼= Hπ(L′).
2 A chain map is aquasi-isomorphismif it induces an isomorphism on homology.
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Proof. The pullback( f ,g) of the chain mapsf andg is the desired isomorphism, which follows
from the 5-lemma applied to the exact sequence (5.72).
5.5.2 Bockstein operations in Khovanov homology
Since odd and even differentials agree modulo 2, there are atleast three Bockstein operations
for HZ/2(L):
1) theeven Bockstein, βe: H iZ/2(L) H
i+1






2) theodd Bockstein, βo : H iZ/2(L) H
i+1





3) themixed Bockstein, β := βe+βo.
The last one arise from the short exact sequence of coefficients
0 Z2 Z2[π ]/(π2−1) Z2 0. (5.74)
Indeed, from the pullback description ofFπKh(L) we havedπ = 12(dev+dodd)+
π
2(dev−dodd),





























π . . . (5.75)
to compute Ext1
Zπ
(Z/2,Z/2) = Z/2⊕Z/2. In particular, the sum of any two of the three
Bocksteins results in the third.
Our goal is to show that these operations are independent of each other, which results in
an infinite subalgebra of the graded Hopf algebra of homological operations.
Example 5.5.4.Choose a chain complexC with a differential of degree 1. Due to the Universal
Coefficient Theorem, the homology ofC with coefficients inZ2 is given as the direct sum
H i(C,Z2)∼= H i(C)⊗Z2⊕Tor(H i+1(C),Z2). The Bockstein homomorphism pairs elements of
order 2 from theTor-summand with modulo 2 reduction of homology class they comefrom.
Therefore, the odd Bockstein is trivial for alternating links, as odd Khovanov homology of
such links consists of free groups [ORS13]. On the other hand, the even Khovanov homology
of (2,n)-torus knots hasZ2 summands.
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Example 5.5.5.Consider the(3,4)-torus knot, labeled as 819 in the Rolfsen’s table [Ro76].
Its even and odd Khovanov homology are presented in Tab.5.2. An analysis of positions of
Z2 summands results in the following table, where the horizontal arrows illustrate nontrivial
contributions to the Bockstein homomorphisms.










In particular, the compositionβoβe does not vanish on the generatoru∈H 2,11Z/2 (819). In partic-
ular,β 2(u) 6= 0, so that the two Bockstein homomorphisms do not commute with each other.
Example 5.5.6.The (3,5)-torus knot, labeled as 10124 in the Rolfsen’s table [Ro76], admits
a class of the opposite property. The table of Bockstein operations
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21 F2
19 F2 F2 F2
17 F2 F2
15 F2 F2









revealsβeβo does no vanish on the generatoru∈H 5,19Z/2 (10124).
The ringZ2 is a field. Hence, by the Künneth formula and Proposition4.2.5, the homology
of a disjoint union splitsHZ/2(L⊔L′)∼=HZ/2(L)⊗HZ/2(L′). We say a homological operation
θL : H iZ/2(L) H
i+d
Z/2 (L) is primitive if θL⊔L′ = θL⊗ id+ id⊗θL′ .
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Lemma 5.5.7.The odd and even Bocksteins are differentials,β 2e = β 2o = 0, andβ 2 = [βe,βo]
is their commutator. Moreover, all three operations are primit ve.
Proof. Straightforward from the definition and Proposition4.2.5.
Hence, there are at most three nontrivial operations in eachdegree generated by the Bock-
steins: the alternating compositions· · ·βoβe︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= β n−1βe and · · ·βeβo︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= β n−1βo, together with
their sumβ n.
Theorem 5.5.8.All three operations listed above are different.
Proof. It is enough to show thatβ nβe 6= 0 for everyn. Indeed, 06= β n+1βe = β nβoβe implies
bothβ n 6= 0 andβ nβo 6= 0.
Choose a linkL with a classu∈HZ/2(L) such thatβoβe(u) 6= 0 butβo(u) = βeβoβe(u) = 0.
For instance, we can take asL the(3,4)-torus knot with the generatoru∈H 2,11
Z/2 (L). We shall
prove the proposition by induction onn. For that, assume a linkL′ admits a classv∈HZ/2(L′)
such thatβ 2n−1βe(v) 6= 0. Notice thatβ 2n+1βe = βo · · ·βoβe, i.e. the last operation is the odd
Bockstein homomorphism. Then for the classu⊗v∈HZ/2(L⊔L′) we have
β 2n+1βe(u⊗v) = u⊗β 2n+1βe(v)+βe(u)⊗β 2n(v)+βoβe(u)⊗β 2n−1βe(v), (5.76)
and the third term is nonzero. Since all three terms live in different summands ofHZ/2(L⊔L′),
it must beβ 2n+1βe(u⊗v) 6= 0.
The ranks of even and odd Bockstein homomorphisms are fully determined by the even
and odd Khovanov homology. Therefore, they do not provide new information. However,
the mixed Bocksteinβ is different: Alexander Shumakovitch found with a help froma com-
puter eight pairs of knots with the same even and odd Khovanovhomology, but different ranks
















































Table 5.2: Even and odd Khovanov homology of the knot 819.


















Table 5.3: Even and odd Khovanov homology of the knot 10124.
Here, K represents a mirror image of the linkK. Existence of such pairs can be explained
by the observation that Bockstein homomorphisms are described by a noncanonical splitting
H i(C,Z2)∼= H i(C)⊗Z2⊕Tor(H i+1(C),Z2), and in case of Khovanov homology the two split-
tings, one for the even and one for the odd version, do not coincide. In other words, we cannot
pick isomorphisms for even and odd Khovanov homology that agree overZ2.
Corollary 5.5.9. The unified homologyHπ(L) is a stronger invariant thanHev(L)⊕Hodd(L).
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5.5.3 Integral lifts
RegardingHπ(L) as an extension of even and odd Khovanov homology leads to homlogical
operations between integral Khovanov homologies of a link:
1) ϕeo: H iev(L) H i+1odd (L), the boundary homomorphism from the sequence (5.72), and
2) ϕoe: H iodd(L) H
i+1
ev (L), the boundary homomorphism from the sequence (5.73).
Tensoring the exact sequences (5.72) and (5.73) with Z2 reveals thatϕeo andϕoe are integral
lifts of Bocksteins homomorphisms from previous section.




















Proof. We start with computing the formulaϕeo using the pullback description ofFπKh(L).
Pick a cocyclex∈FevKh(L); it is covered by(x,x) ∈FπKh(L), where we identity even and
odd chain groups in the natural way. Thendπ(x,x) = (0,doddx) is the image of
1
2doddx, as
the inclusion of the odd homology takes a chainy i to (0,2y). Notice that the division makes




, which agrees modulo
2 with βo([x]⊗Z2). The case ofϕoe is proven likewise.
Corollary 5.5.11. All alternating compositions· · ·ϕeoϕoe and· · ·ϕoeϕeo are nontrivial.
Proof. In the view of Proposition5.5.10it is enough to find a linkL and a classa∈Hodd(L)
such that the composition· · ·βoβe does not vanish on theZ2-reduction ¯a ∈HZ/2(L). This
follows from the proof of Theorem5.5.8, since the generatoru∈H 2,11
Z/2 (819) has an integral
lift to odd Khovanov homology.
The compositionsθe := ϕoeϕeo andθo := ϕeoϕoe are certain degree two operations on even
and odd Khovanov homology. Computations due to Alexander Shumakovitch revealed 9 pairs



































Remark 5.5.12. The operationsθo and θe have a very interesting behavour with respect to
taking mirror images of links: they are pairs of knots that can be distinguished by ranks of
the operations, but not their mirror images. For instance,θo is trivial for a mirror image of
any of the knots above, and the pairs become indistinguishable. This can be explained by
the observation that a knot may be thin, although its mirror image is not, see the case of 13n1002
and 14n6487 in Tab.5.4.
Further computation showed that among 201,702 knots with atmost 15 crossings there are
99 pairs with the same both even and odd Khovanov homology, which have different homolog-
ical operations:θo for 95 pairs, andθe for the other 4 pairs.
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3 Z6 Z5⊕Z2 Z2
1 Z7 Z6⊕Z2 Z2
−1 Z6 Z7⊕Z2 Z2
−3 Z5 Z6⊕Z2 Z2

















Table 5.4: The odd Khovanov homology for knots 13n1002 and 14
n
6487 (the upper table)
and their mirror images (the lower one). The solid blue arrows indicates the place where
the operationθo is surjective for both knots, whereas at the dashed red arrowθo is
surjective for 13n1002, but a zero map for 14
n
6487. Notice there is no place for a nontrivial
θo in the lower table.
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